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Abstract 
 

Protein and DNA Delivery to Eukaryotic Cells by Engineered Bacteria  
 

By 
 

Jin Hang Huh 
 

Doctor of Philosophy in Bioengineering 
 

University of California, Berkeley 
 

Professor J. Christopher Anderson, Chair 
 
 

Synthetic biologists engineer genetic circuits for applications ranging from 
biosynthesis to biotherapeutics 1. Although the application of engineering strategies 
such as standardization, abstraction, and modularity has long been highlighted as 
the path to designing complex biological systems 2, early work generally relied on an 
ad hoc strategy, limiting applications to relatively simple systems 3. More recently, 
several groups have explicitly applied modular design to the development of 
biosynthetic pathways 4, biological computation 5, and increasingly sophisticated 
logic functions 6. However, connection of distinct functions to create a useful system-
level behavior remains a key challenge 1. We assessed a possibility and limitation of 
a modular design when engineering a complex biological system.  
 
By applying a modular design, we engineered E. coli to deliver macromolecules to 
the cytoplasm of cancer cells in vitro. Fabrication, testing, composition, and 
troubleshooting of five functional modules produced an efficient system capable of 
delivering proteins to over 80 % of targeted cancer cells. The modular design 
strategy enabled facile system modification for both troubleshooting and optimization. 
These devices were then mixed and matched to build a new type of delivery device 
that enabled E. coli to escape from the vacuole and secrete payloads. The delivery 
system was then further modified to deliver payloads to other eukaryotic organisms.  
 
Successful application of modular design to the delivery system demonstrates that 
abstraction is a simple yet powerful tool for making the design of complex biological 
systems tractable. We expect that continued refinement of modular design, including 
incorporation of relevant quantitative information, will enable construction of 
increasingly complex systems. We envision that the bacterial delivery system 
developed here may itself become a high level module that can be incorporated into 
the design of more complex systems, such as a therapeutic bacterium delivering 
cancer-cell specific microRNA 7. 
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Chapter 1  
 
The Payload Delivery Device 
 

 
 
1.1 Introduction  

 
Biological engineers have developed genetic circuits to address problems in 

biosynthesis, biotherapeutics, and biomaterials 1, 8. However, despite improvements 
in DNA fabrication capabilities 9, the level of complexity that can be successfully 
engineered remains limited 3. In any engineering discipline, the absence of a design 
strategy eventually hinders progress because the number of components and 
interactions that have to be simultaneously considered exceeds our capacity. 
Importantly, biological engineers also lack detailed knowledge about fundamental 
biological entities and their interactions, further complicating the task of composing 
more complex systems 10.  

Mature engineering disciplines overcome such limitations using a modular 
design strategy, which involves first partitioning a system into functional units, called 
modules, and then joining modules to achieve higher order behavior. Modular design 
limits the number of entities under consideration by reducing arbitrarily large sets of 
components into a single behavioral specification, and mitigates uncertainty by 
providing a tractable framework for assessing a variety of module designs and 
connectivities. While this approach has been employed in the development of 
biosynthetic pathways 11, 4 and genetic circuits12, a systematic methodology for 
engineering biological systems remains elusive. 

In this study, we explore the utility of modular design to engineer E. coli to 
deliver macromolecules to the cytoplasm of cancer cells in vitro. This problem is of 
sufficient complexity that it would be inefficient to use post-hoc design. Failure or 
poor performance resulting from construction and testing of the entire system at 
once would be difficult to troubleshoot. Furthermore, even if the problem were 
known, the lack of a modular, synthetic infrastructure would hamper replacement of 
the faulty component with a more effective one. Instead, we divide the system into 
functional modules, assuming that the modules can be independently fabricated and 
tested, and that the modules will behave predictably when connected together. 

Similar systems have been used for direct modification of mammalian cells 
13, delivery of biotherapeutics for cancer and probiotic applications 14 and as a vector 
for systems where traditional genetic delivery methods are insufficient 15. Several 
examples of engineered bacteria have been described based on attenuated Listeria 
monocytogenes and other pathogens 16, 17, 18, 19. However, use of any attenuated 
pathogen runs the risk that it will recover or retain uncontrolled aspects of its 
virulence, rendering this approach infeasible as a general solution.  
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To address this problem, non pathogenic E. coli have been described as a 
delivery vehicle 20. This system has been used to deliver functional DNA in vivo to 
airway epithelial cells 21, colonic mucosa 22, and lung epithelial cells 15. In order to 
achieve efficient delivery with E. coli, the native diaminopimelic acid (DAP) synthesis 
pathway was mutated to cause dividing bacteria to lyse in the absence of exogenous 
DAP. However, bacteria persist unlysed inside of lysosomes for over 24 hours 21, 
likely due to growth stasis in nutrient-limited phagocytic vacuoles. Combined with the 
operational complexity of continuously providing DAP, this limits the applicability and 
efficiency of current E. coli-based technology. We overcome these limitations by 
engineering E. coli that actively lyse themselves and the phagocytic vacuole in 
response to the vacuole microenvironment. 

 
 
 

 
 
Figure 1.1 Payload delivery scheme and device composition 
A. Payload proteins are expressed throughout the delivery process (0). An invasion module causes 
bacterial uptake into a vacuole (1), where the bacterium responds to the vacuolar environment (2). 
This triggers self-lysis (3) and subsequently vacuole lysis (4), leading to delivery of the payload to the 
cytoplasm (5).  
B. Composition of devices. PDD: payload delivery device. ID: invasion device. VSD: vacuole sensing 
device. SLD: self-lysis device. VLD: vacuole lysis device. PLD: payload generation device. NLS: 
nuclear localization signal. GFP: green fluorescent protein. RFP: red fluorescent protein. inv: invasin. 
PMg: Magnesium responsive promoter. A: activator (see supplemental information). PA: Activator 
responsive promoter. s: lysozyme. H: holin. AH: antiholin. pfo: perfringolysin O. plc: phospholipase C. 
plcA: phosphoinositide (PI)-specific phospholipase C. plcB: phosphatidylcholine (PC)-specific 
phospholipase C. 
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1.2 Results 
 
1.2.1 Engineering strategy 

 
Our strategy for payload delivery, illustrated in Figure 1.1A, starts with 

invasion of the bacterium into the mammalian cell, resulting in bacterial uptake into a 
vacuole. The bacterium then lyses itself and the vacuole, resulting in delivery of 
macromolecules into the cytosol. Based on the temporal separation of events, we 
specified five functional modules necessary to build a complete system: a payload 
device (PLD) responsible for expression of the payload, an invasion device (ID) 
responsible for bacterial uptake into the mammalian cell, a vacuole sensing device 
(VSD) responsible for responding to the vacuolar microenvironment, a self-lysis 
device (SLD) responsible for bacterial lysis, and a vacuole lysis device (VLD) 
responsible for rupturing the vacuole. Following the recommendations and examples 
of others 2, 5, 23, we selected transcription to serve as the interface between modules, 
providing a versatile junction with readily measured input/output properties. When 
properly connected, these modules form a complete genetic program for 
macromolecule delivery. The independent construction and characterization of each 
device, physical DNA that satisfies the requirements of a module, and the 
characterization and refinement of interconnected device combinations are 
described below. 

 

1.2.2 Strategy for measuring transcription 
  
 Methods exist for quantifying the number of transcripts produced by a 
promoter under a particular set of conditions24, and for measuring the relative 
strength of promoters across a variety of conditions during steady state growth23. 
However, these procedures are experimentally cumbersome and provide little 
information about the promoter activity outside of steady state conditions. As an 
alternative to these procedures, we elected to measure relative transcription. We 
define relative transcription experimentally as the per cell (OD normalized) 
fluorescence of bacteria with the promoter of interest driving GFP divided by the per 
cell fluorescence of bacteria with a standard reference promoter (J23101) driving 
GFP under a specific set of conditions. By this definition, any two promoters that 
result in the same per cell fluorescence after a given time period are considered the 
same, regardless of the temporal dynamics of expression. It is therefore a rough 
measure of the translational-capacity-normalized, time-averaged transcriptional 
activity of the promoter. Under conditions where cells are at steady state and have 
similar growth rates, this equates to the relative promoter units as described before 
23. By using relative transcription, however, we can consider cells under non steady-
state conditions. This is essential to predicting the behavior of devices used in the 
payload delivery system, which functions outside of mid-logarithmic growth. 
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1.2.3 Independent design and testing of modules 
 
1.2.3.1 Payload device 

 
In order to visually track payload delivery progress from the cytoplasm of 

extracellular bacteria to the cytoplasm of the target mammalian cell, we constructed 
a fluorescent protein-based payload. Reasoning that organelle-specific localization of 
the payload within the mammalian cell would unambiguously indicate successful 
delivery, we constructed a constitutively-expressed bicistronic operon encoding both 
untagged RFP and GFP translationally fused to the nuclear localization signal (NLS) 
of SV40 25 (Figure 1.1B). Upon release into the mammalian cytoplasm, the RFP 
should distribute throughout the cytoplasm, while the NLS-GFP should concentrate 
in the nucleus. By employing this device, we could monitor both the integrity of 
bacteria and the location of their contents throughout the payload delivery process. 
The payload device was placed on the plasmid vector carrying spectinomycin 
resistance gene and pUC origin of replication.  

 
1.2.3.2 Invasion device 

 
Various mechanisms for bacterial invasion of mammalian cells have been 

described, including the use of invasion 26, a type III secretion system 27, and a 
surface displayed affibody 28. The invasin and affibody rely on a specific binding 
interaction with a host surface protein, while the type III secretion strategy utilizes 
non-specific protein injection machinery to manipulate the host morphology. In either 
case, the bacterium is ultimately taken up into a phagocytic vacuole (depicted in 
Figure 1.1A). Without further intervention, the bacterium is degraded following 
acidification of the phagosome and progression through a lysosome  29. 

Because of its simplicity, we chose a constitutively-expressed invasin, 
specifically the inv gene from Yersinia pseudotuberculosis. Invasin binds to ß1-
integrins, if present, on the surface of mammalian cells and induces bacterial uptake 
by Rac-mediated phagocytosis. ß1-integrin is expressed on a variety of cell types 30, 
although certain tumor cell lines may overexpress it more than others, making them 
more susceptible targets 31. In Figure 1.2A, several bacteria bearing the ID have 
been phagocytosed by a human carcinoma cell (HeLa). This result is consistent with 
previous work 31, and confirms that the ID independently confers an invasive 
phenotype. 
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Figure 1.2 Device and system function in vivo 
E. coli bearing the payload device and one or more other devices were incubated with HeLa (A,B,C) 
or U373 MG (D) cells and then observed by microscopy. (+) indicates the device is installed, (-) 
indicates the device is not installed.  
A. The ID only.  
B. The ID and the VSD(PphoP) driving the SLD(λ) without BRP.  
C. The ID and the VSD(PphoP) driving the SLD(λ) with BRP.  
D. The ID, the VSD(PmgrBI) driving a SLD(λ) with BRP, and the VLD(degradation tagged pfo/plc) driven 
by a constitutive promoter, Pcon. 
 
 

1.2.3.3 Vacuole sensing device 
 
The bacterium must be able to sense and respond to uptake into a vacuole to 

achieve payload delivery and prevent eventual degradation in a lysosome. Thus, the 
sensing module must differentiate between encasement within a vacuole and both 
the bacterial and mammalian growth medium to prevent premature self-lysis. A 
number of prior studies (1 and references therein) have addressed similar problems 
by coupling changes in specific environmental elements to transcriptional activity.  

We reasoned that the lack of ionic nutrients, notably magnesium and iron, 
could serve as such an environmental cue for the vacuole interior. Therefore, a 
variety of stress or nutrient-responsive promoters, including those driving bioB, carA, 
iroB, fhuA, and glgS from E. coli and spv from Salmonella, were placed in front of 
GFP, and strain fluorescence measured in different environments. Of the promoters 
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tested, PphoP, which is regulated by the PhoPQ two-component system, 
demonstrated the best responsiveness in LB medium (data not shown). 
 In the PhoPQ two-component system, PhoQ phosphorylates PhoP in 
response to low concentrations of divalent cations such as magnesium; in turn, 
phosphorylated PhoP activates transcription of genes responsible for magnesium 
homeostasis and a variety of other functions in E. coli 32, 33, 34. Based on the behavior 
of invasive pathogens 35, we reasoned that PhoPQ responsive promoters, likely 
responding to low Mg2+ in the vacuole 36, would serve as an appropriate trigger. We 
measured the Mg2+-repressed (off-state) and Mg2+-starved activity (on-state) of a 
known PhoPQ responsive promoter, PphoP (Figure 1.3), confirming its response to 
Mg2+ starvation. 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 1.3 Characterization of the vacuole sensing devices 
The induced (On) and uninduced (Off) activity of VSD variants. Error bars in both panels are the 
standard deviation of 4 biological replicates. 
 
 
1.2.3.4 Self-lysis device 

 
After detecting entry into a vacuole, the bacterium must lyse itself. Lysis 

strategies of various bacteriophages have been reported, including both multi- and 
single-gene systems 37. We elected to test the T4 and lambda lytic systems because 
we expected their threshold-gated architecture to be more tolerant to leaky basal 
expression. Antiholin inhibits pore formation by competitively binding to holin. Above 
a critical threshold, free holin accumulates and forms pores in the inner membrane 
38. Lysozyme then gains access to the periplasm through those pores and degrades 
the peptidoglycan layer, resulting in E. coli lysis. 

To build a transcriptionally responsive self-lysis device, we placed antiholin 
under the control of a weak constitutive promoter, and cloned a promoterless holin 
and lysozyme expression cassette 5’ of the antiholin (depicted in Figure 1.1B). To 
independently characterize the lambda- and T4-based systems in vitro, we 
connected the arabinose-inducible promoter PBAD to the front of the module.  
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Figure 1.4 shows the effectiveness of these devices as a function of input 
relative transcription, measured both in the presence and absence of magnesium to 
match the conditions used to test the vacuole sensor (Figure 1.4A and B, 
respectively). Both lambda- and T4-based systems caused ~80% lysis at the highest 
relative transcription level tested - in the absence of magnesium. However, the 
lambda system shows minimal lysis, while the T4 system shows ~40% lysis at the 
lowest relative transcription tested. Consequently, the lambda system was chosen to 
integrate with other modules. Interestingly, the self-lysis device functioned poorly in 
the presence of magnesium, with the lambda system achieved only 20% lysis at the 
highest relative transcription tested. This is consistent with previous observations 
that lambda phage lacking Rz genes fail to lyse host E. coli effectively in the 
presence of divalent cations 39. Although the precise mechanism of reduced lysis in 
the presence of magnesium is unknown, it contributes to the stability of the final 
system since it reinforces the desired behavior of lysis occurring only in the absence 
of magnesium. 
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Figure 1.4 Characterization of the self-lysis devices 
A. The lysis efficiency of SLD variants in the absence of Mg2+.  
B. The lysis efficiency of SLD variants in the presence of Mg2+.  
Error bars in both panels are the standard deviation of 4 biological replicates. 

 
 
1.2.3.5 Vacuole lysis device 

 
Once the bacterium has lysed, the only remaining barrier is the vacuole 

membrane. Viral peptides 40, viral capsids 41, and artificial peptides 42 have all been 
reported to lyse the vacuole membrane. However, indiscriminant lysis of bacterial 
and vacuolar membranes or limited activity in non-acidic conditions precludes their 
use in a payload delivery system. We instead sought to compose a vacuole lysis 
device (VLD) with little bacterial membrane lysis activity and high function at neutral 
pH, reasoning that this would ease overexpression in E. coli and maintain payload 
stability. Additionally, the VLD must leave the host cell intact, either through inactivity 
in the cytosol of the target host cell or exclusive operation on the vacuolar 
membrane. We therefore fabricated devices using the cytolysin genes 
phospholipase C (plc) and cholesterol-dependent perfringolysin O (pfo) from 
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Clostridium perfringens 43, and two phospholipase C genes from Listeria 
monocytogenes, plcA and plcB 44 (VLD, Figure 1.1B).  

The activity of PFO is limited to cellular membranes containing cholesterol, 
so bacterial membranes remain intact even when PFO is expressed in E. coli. We 
then added N-terminal degrons 45, which we expect to prevent unwanted cytosolic 
activity by targeting the proteins for rapid degradation by the ubiquitin-proteasome 
pathway. The pelB export leader sequence was then fused to the N-terminus to 
direct expressed proteins to the periplasm. The export tag was added to make 
vacuole lysis biochemically independent of self-lysis. Because we could not contrive 
of a meaningful in vitro experiment to independently test VLD variants, they were 
only tested upon integration with other devices, as describe below. 

 
 

1.2.4 Connection and refinement of modules 
 
1.2.4.1 Incorporation of invasion with the vacuole sensing device 
and self-lysis device in vivo 

 
Having implemented individual modules, we proceeded to join them into 

larger systems, starting with the VSD and SLD. Composition of PphoP with the λ SLD 
generated a device stable in cells in the presence of Mg2+ (Figure 1.5), but that 
caused cell lysis in the absence of Mg2+ (data not shown). Since invasion is not 
directly coupled to downstream events, but rather acts indirectly through the 
environment, incorporation of the ID only required physically integrating the device 
into the genome of the same cell as the VSD and SLD. All other devices except for 
the payload device were placed on the plasmid carrying p15A origin of replication. 
However, cells with all three devices failed to completely lyse in vivo (Figure 1.2B), 
instead rounding up but remaining intact. This phenotype suggests that either the 
Mg2+ level is both sufficiently low to trigger lysis and sufficiently high to stabilize cells, 
or that another stabilizing factor such as Ca2+ is present 46. In either case, the round 
cell morphology is consistent with the outer membrane remaining intact inside the 
vacuole 39. We therefore revisited the design of the SLD to include a protein capable 
of independently lysing the outer membrane.  

Bacteriocin release protein (BRP) from E. coli permeabilizes the outer 
membrane by activating phospholipase A 47. To minimize the toxic effects of 
expressing wild-type BRP in E. coli, we used a modified BRP bearing an unstable N-
terminal murein lipoprotein signal peptide and additional detoxifying mutations 48. We 
monitored the release of periplasmic alkaline phosphatase (PhoA) into the 
supernatant as a function of BRP expression to validate its function. PhoA activity 
increased with increasing BRP expression (Figure 1.6), confirming BRP activity. We 
then incorporated BRP into the first, promoterless operon of the original SLD and 
confirmed maintenance of lysis activity in vitro (Figure 1.4A and 1.4B), and 
subsequently observed successful delivery of payload to the vacuole in vivo (Figure 
1.2C). 
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Figure 1.5 Characterization of the VSD-SLD combinations 
The degree of lysis from the VSD and SLD combinations in both the Off and On state were predicted, 
with error bars calculated from the standard deviation of the relative transcription measurements of 
the VSD. Growth curves of devices in LB + Mg2+ were also measured; the mean of 4 replicates is 
illustrated. Error bars indicate the standard deviation of 3 biological replicates. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 1.6 Confirmation of BRP function 
Assessment of brp activity at different expression levels, monitored by release of the periplasmic 
protein, PhoA. Error bars are the standard deviation of 4 biological replicates. 
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1.2.4.2 Complete system integration in vivo 
 
We constructed complete payload delivery systems by adding VSD-driven 

variants of the VLD into cells possessing the ID and VSD-driven SLD and assayed 
them for delivery efficiency and cytotoxicity (Figure 1.7). PFO and PLC with N-
terminal degrons had the highest delivery efficiency, delivering the payload to 15 % 
of invaded target cells. However, all device variants had similarly low levels of 
cytotoxicity, irrespective of the presence of an N-terminal degron, suggesting that the 
amount of vacuole lysing proteins delivered to the cytosol was below toxic levels. 
Further, the majority of invaded mammalian cells internalized 1-3 bacteria but 
contained unlysed vacuoles filled with GFP (data not shown), suggesting insufficient 
VLD activity. Based on these observations, we sought to further improve payload 
delivery efficiency by decoupling expression of the VLD proteins from the VSD, thus 
providing time for the proteins to build to higher levels before self-lysis. Figure 1.8 
illustrates that use of a constitutive promoter to drive the VLD increased the payload 
delivery efficiency from 15 % to 50 % without any increase in cytotoxicity.  

 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 1.7 Characterization of the vacuole lysis devices 
Fluorescent protein payloads were delivered to U373 MG cells in vivo, and the efficiency of delivery 
and cytotoxicity was measured for each VLD variant. (+) indicates the device is installed, Boxed (+) 
indicates the device with degradation tag is installed, (-) indicates the device is not installed. Error 
bars indicate the standard deviation of 3 biological replicates. Error bars indicate the standard 
deviation of 3 biological replicates. 
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Figure 1.8 Improvements of the payload delivery devices 
Payload delivery was evaluated using different promoters to drive the VLD and SLD. Error bars 
indicate the standard deviation of 3 biological replicates. 
 
 

1.2.4.3 Optimization of the complete system by predicting the 
output of connected devices 

 
As a final optimization step, we revisited the VSD module, evaluating four 

derivatives of the PphoP promoter bearing transcriptional amplifiers (Figure 1.1A) and 
four additional known PhoPQ responsive promoters (PmgtCB, PmgtA, PmgtCBI, and 
PmgrBI). We expected that successful VSD-VLD combinations could be predicted by 
measuring the transcription output of the VSD variants (Figure 1.3).  

To do this, the relative transcription of PBAD was measured using the method 
described in the methods section (1.4.3), except that the N-medium used for 
resuspension was supplemented with 0-1.33 mM arabinose. This allowed us to 
generate a transfer curve between arabinose concentration and relative transcription 
(Figure 1.9). When assaying the SLD for lysis activity, identical arabinose 
concentrations were employed and mapped one-to-one to the mean measured 
relative transcription for that arabinose value. To predict the percent survival of each 
VSD driving expression of the SLD, the measured relative transcription of the VSD 
was mapped to the corresponding measured percent lysis in the presence or 
absence of Mg2+. A best fit curve was then generated from this data (Figure 1.10) 
and used to predict the theoretical performance of each of the VSD-SLD 
combinations (Figure 1.5).  

We performed a preliminary validation of these predictions by measuring the 
growth rate of cells bearing each device combination (Figure 1.5). The two VSDs 
predicted to cause the highest basal self-lysis activity, PmgtCB and PphoP-act1, showed 
clear growth defects. PphoP-act2, PphoP-act3, PphoP-act4, PmgrBI, and PphoP driving the 
SLD grew comparably to the control, consistent with their predicted low basal self-
lysis activity. The device combinations using PmgtA and PmgtCBI showed an 
unexpected phenotype. Their slow growth eventually exceeded the cell density of a 
device-free control. They were excluded from further consideration. These results 
indicate that simple transcription measurements can be useful in predicting 
potentially successful device combinations; however, additional work is needed to 
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fine-tune the approach. The stability and high predicted activity of PmgrBl VSD module 
was further tested in the complete system. We observed that replacement of the 
PphoP VSD module with PmgrBl VSD module significantly improved payload delivery to 
over 80 % (Figure 1.8). This increase in efficiency was consistent with what we 
expected from the prediction. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 1.9 Mapping arabinose concentration to relative transcription 
In order to map arabinose concentration to relative transcription, a transfer curve was generated by 
measuring the relative transcription of PBAD both with (N-medium + Mg2+; blue) and without (N-medium 
- Mg2+; red) Mg2+. Measurements were taken using E. coli in 0-1.33 mM arabinose. Error bars are the 
standard deviation of 4 replicates. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 1.10 Mapping relative transcription to percent lysis 
To map relative transcription to lysis efficiency, a curve of best fit was generated for measured relative 
transcription versus percent survival. E. coli bearing a PBAD driven SLD(λ) was induced with 0-1.33 
mM arabinose, which was mapped to relative transcription. Percent survival, as compared to E. coli 
with no plasmid, is shown in N-medium + Mg2+ (blue) and N-medium - Mg2+ (red). Vertical error bars 
are the standard deviation of 4 replicates, while horizontal error bars reflect the standard deviation of 
the measured relative transcription in part A. The equations and R squared values for the lines of best 
fit are displayed. 
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1.3 Discussion 
 
The bacterial delivery system developed here provides a mechanism for 

efficient delivery of payloads to mammalian cells. By engineering an active lysis 
system, rather than relying on passive lysis through slow growth in the vacuole, the 
payload delivery device avoids complications arising from using DAP auxotrophs. 
This expands the repertoire of tools available for development of probiotic or 
therapeutic applications. We envision that the delivery system itself will become a 
high level module. It can be incorporated into the design of more complex systems, 
such as a therapeutic bacterium delivering cancer-cell specific microRNA 7, or a 
mechanism for genetically or biochemically manipulating otherwise intractable 
eukaryotes as described in Chapter 3.  

We successfully applied a modular design framework to engineering E. coli 
to deliver macromolecules to mammalian cells. This entailed partitioning the system 
into five modules: payload generation, invasion, vacuole microenvironment sensing, 
bacterial self-lysis, and vacuole lysis. In doing so, we sought to explore the utility of 
modular design for engineering complex biological systems. In particular, this meant 
assessing the validity of two critical assumptions: that modules of biological 
functionality can be independently fabricated and tested, and that modules can be 
predictably combined and connected to generate higher order behavior. 

We chose to use transcriptional boundaries to delineate component devices; 
each primitive device either stimulates transcription or transduces transcription into a 
biochemical event. Composition of devices then couples transcription and/or 
biochemical events together to evoke more complex behavior. In this framework, the 
invasion and payload generation devices can be conceived of as constitutive 
transcription devices joined to basic functional devices. The use of transcriptional 
interface greatly facilitated independent testing of basic modules, since output 
transcription can be readily measured and input transcription can be readily 
controlled.  

While testing the modules, however, we encountered two important 
limitations. First, we were unable to test the vacuole lysis device in the absence of 
other devices. Dependence on other devices for testing requires that two unknowns 
be considered in parallel: the function of the module and the connection of the 
module to its dependencies. Second, our independent test of self-lysis turned out to 
be an inadequate proxy for the final in vivo context of the module. Although the 
original design lysed well under in vitro assay conditions, we overlooked the 
importance of the reduced ionic strength inside a vacuole. The ability of our in vivo 
assay to distinguish between no lysis and partial lysis helped us to isolate the 
problem. Swapping in a module containing BRP rapidly resolved the issue. This, 
however, points to a potentially cumbersome problem. With a less detailed assay, we 
might have believed that the failure lay in the connection between the vacuole 
sensing device and the self-lysis device, rather than in the self-lysis device itself. 
Changes in assay conditions must therefore also be considered as a potential failure 
mode. 
Most module combinations also behaved as expected. In particular, the payload 
generation and invasion devices readily combined with the final vacuole sensing, 
self-lysis, and vacuole lysis devices to create a functioning system. While we did 
encounter a few failures, they served to illustrate the strength of a modular design 
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approach. First, the unexpected behavior of a few constructs in vitro highlights how 
incomplete information can cause failures. We did not initially expect any expression 
level of the self-lysis device to cause slow but strong growth, regardless of the 
growth conditions; only an ex post facto search revealed an explanation for such 
behavior. Although we suspect that this type of failure is rare, it can be readily 
isolated to a junction between two modules and thus presents only a minor design 
obstacle. Second, our initial connection between the vacuole sensing device and 
vacuole lysis device caused inefficient payload delivery. We had presumed, without 
evidence, that constitutive expression of the vacuole lysis device would prove toxic 
to the mammalian cells, and therefore triggered expression of the vacuole lysis 
device only after sensing the vacuole. After observing low efficiency with this 
connectivity, however, we recognized the assumption we had made and chose to 
decouple the vacuole lysis device from the vacuole sensing device. Because of the 
modular design of the system, this required only the exchange of a single promoter, 
which proved to greatly improve the system efficiency. In terms of design 
considerations, it may have been the case that transcription of the vacuole lysis 
device was in fact sufficient to cause vacuole lysis if allowed to act for several hours, 
but not when prematurely interrupted by self-lysis. It is not difficult to imagine other 
scenarios where the duration of transcription or the speed at which transcription 
changes from one level to another is important to the behavior of the system, and 
our simple analysis provides no framework for considering such timing requirements. 
Extension of the simple relative transcription measurement approach may be needed 
to enable applications with complex timing. 
 
 

1.3.1 Qualitative behavior of devices 
 
It is clear that we were able to describe and predict a device hierarchy of 

abstract cellular functions in a qualitative way. However, our success in making 
quantitative predictions about how to combine modules leading to matched 
impedance was minimal. There are currently no formally-described and 
experimentally-verified methods that reliably predict the quantitative behavior of 
devices on the basis of parameters encapsulated onto specific DNA sequences. In 
our study, we examined one leading contender for such a method, that of RPU. 
Although this analysis did give us some qualitative hints about how to improve our 
system, there was not a strong quantitative correlation between the predicted 
expression levels and the observed behavior.  

Part of our difficulty came from trying to apply the RPU concept to a design 
problem with exceptions that were not addressed in the original description of the 
RPU concept. These included the fact that we needed to compare gene expression 
levels across different media compositions rather than amongst data points collected 
all in one environmental state. Additionally, the behaviors themselves that we were 
engineering, particularly self-lysis, intrinsically affect the viability and growth rate of 
the bacteria. This led to an unclear means of synchronizing measurements and 
correlating them to OD data. This was further complicated by the fact that measuring 
the density of the bacteria to quantify self-lysis, appeared to be affected by the 
conditions the cells were grown in. In particular, Mg2+ concentrations influenced how 
the well the bacteria lysed. Additionally, several of the constructs exhibited unusual 
growth behavior indicating the presence of stress and load on the cell that further 
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complicated the measurements. Ultimately, our results do not refute the assumptions 
of the RPU concept, but they do point to clear limitations to this simple theory of 
expression modeling. We encountered numerous edge cases that made the validity 
of such analyses impossible without ‘hacks’ to the original idea, which we cannot 
currently justify with any formal theory. It is apparent from these studies that robust 
models of gene expression that deal with the edge cases of altered media, the 
effects of cellular stress and load, and the means of experimentally separating 
measurement effects from those of the underlying chemical system must be 
developed. 

 Our current ability to design systems on this level of complexity is primarily 
limited by two theoretical barriers: we have not formulated complete formal 
descriptions of cellular behavior that fully connect basic physicochemical concepts to 
higher-level concepts. We are accustomed to dealing with these missing layers 
through experience, intuition, and generally-believed rules-of-thumb. The result of 
this is that we contain lower-level indefinite abstractions within our understanding of 
our devices that does not enable us to make concrete quantitative predictions about 
the behavior of variants of those devices. In addition, we do not have theoretical 
models of cellular stress and load sufficient to describe the linkage between 
arbitrarily chosen genetic features and the effects on the growth rate, expression 
levels, and viability of cells produced by combining those features. Our work here 
presents a clear demonstration of the limitations caused by these two gaps in formal 
mapping between underlying physicochemical theory and higher level abstractions. 
However, the observation that we can construct a system as complex as payload 
delivery employing only qualitative descriptions of cellular function suggests that 
these are secondary considerations. Of primary importance is a design strategy 
where the sequential evaluation of each module and module composition reduces 
the number of factors under consideration at each step and isolates unexpected 
behaviors. Application of such a strategy enables a priori specification of the 
molecular functions required to achieve a desired behavior and facilities subsequent 
troubleshooting and optimization. 
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1.4 Material and Methods 
 
1.4.1 Plasmids and Strains 

 
The genetic constructs used in this study were constructed using BglBrick 

standard assembly 50, a variation on BioBrick standard assembly using the BglII and 
BamHI restriction enzymes. To facility part assembly, methylating strains of E. coli 
were employed 51. All experiments were performed with E. coli strains MG1655, 
MC1061, and derivatives thereof (Table 1.4). Sequences of DNAs used to fabricate 
composite devices are available in the MIT Registry of Standard Biological Parts 52. 
The complete composition of devices is available in Appendix (Table 1.2).  

 

1.4.2 Growth medium and condition  
 
E. coli were grown in Luria Broth (LB) medium for routine molecular biology 

protocols. Cultures for assay experiments were grown in LB, LB supplemented with 
30 mM MgSO4 (LB + Mg2+), N-minimal medium supplemented with 0.1 % casamino 
acids, 38 mM glycerol (N-medium) 53, and 30 mM or 0 mM MgSO4 (N-medium +/- 
Mg2+), or Terrific Broth (TB) supplemented with 30 mM of MgSO4 (TB + Mg2+). 
Cultures were incubated at 37 °C with 700 rpm shaking in a Multitron Standard 
orbital plate shaker (Infors-HT, Bottmingen, Switzerland). 

 

1.4.3 Relative transcription determination  
 
Relative transcription was determined essentially as described previously 23, 

except that cells were assayed under specific, non-logarithmic growth conditions. 
Briefly, samples of stationary phase E. coli cells grown in LB + Mg2+

 bearing a 
plasmid with either a constitutive standard reference promoter (PREF) or a test 
promoter (PTEST) driving expression of green fluorescent protein were subcultured 
1:100 into fresh LB + Mg2+

 and grown until reaching an OD600 of 0.5. They were 
subsequently washed twice with N-medium +/- Mg2+ and re-suspended in the same 
medium. They were then incubated at 37 °C for 6.5 hrs, and the OD600 (OD) and 
fluorescence intensity (F - excitation 501 nm, emission 511 nm) measured with a 
fluorescent plate reader. Relative transcription was then calculated as 
{F(PTEST)/OD(PTEST)}/{F(PREF)/OD(PREF)}. 

 

1.4.4 Assay for self-lysis activity  
 
E. coli bearing an arabinose-inducible promoter (PBAD) driven SLD were 

grown to stationary phase in LB + Mg2+. They were then diluted 1:100 into fresh LB + 
Mg2+ medium and grown to an OD600 of 0.5. Bacteria were collected by 
centrifugation, washed twice with N-medium +/- Mg2+ and resuspended to an OD600 

of 0.5 in N-medium +/- Mg2+ containing 0-1.33 mM arabinose. They were incubated 
at 37 °C for 6.5 hrs, and the OD600 measured with a plate reader. Percent survival 
was calculated as sample OD600 divided by control OD600 (E. coli without SLD), and 
arabinose concentration was mapped to relative transcription. 
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1.4.5 PhoA release assay 
 
E. coli bearing a constitutive PhoA expression plasmid with or without a PBAD-

brp expression plasmid was grown to stationary phase in LB. Cells were diluted 
1:100 into fresh LB + 0-1.33 mM arabinose, and incubated at 37 °C for 6.5 hrs. After 
incubation, cells were harvested by centrifugation, and the supernatant was assayed 
for PhoA activity essentially as described previously 54. Briefly, 25 μL of supernatant 
was transferred into a total of 250 μL containing 0.001% SDS, 10 μg/ml 4-nitrophenyl 
phosphate, and 80 mM tris (pH 8). Samples were incubated for 2 hours at 37 °C, 
then transferred to a Corning flat-bottom 96 well microplate and the absorbance at 
420 nm was measured. 

 

1.4.6 Growth curve determination 
 
E. coli bearing VSDs driving a SLD or a plasmid-less control were grown to 

stationary phase in LB + Mg2+. These were subcultured 1:100 into fresh LB + Mg2+, 
and a 200 μL aliquot was transferred to a Corning flat-bottom 96 well microplate. The 
plate was incubated at 37 °C, and the OD600 measured every five minutes.  

 

1.4.7 Microscopy of devices 
 
A monolayer of HeLa or U373 MG cells was prepared 24 hours prior to 

experimentation on an 8-well chambered slide (LabTech) in growth medium (DMEM 
supplemented with 10 % fetal bovine serum (FBS) for HeLa and DMEM 
supplemented with 1 % non-essential amino acids (NEAA), 1 mM sodium pyruvate, 
and 10 % FBS for U373 MG) with penicillin and streptomycin antibiotics. The 
medium was replaced with fresh medium without antibiotics, and stationary phase 
bacterial culture (grown in TB + Mg2+) was added to each well. For experiments 
without a VLD, 1 μL of bacteria and HeLa were used, resulting in an average of 20-
80 internalized bacteria per mammalian cell, while for experiments with a VLD, 0.5 
μL of bacteria and U373 MG were used, resulting in an average of 1-3 internalized 
bacteria per mammalian cell. After 80 minutes of incubation at 37 °C, cells were 
washed twice into growth medium with 100 μg/mL gentamicin, and the slides 
incubated for a further 3.5 hours before the examination by microscopy. Images were 
taken with Zeiss Axiobserver D1 or Zeiss Axiovision Z1 inverted microscope 
equipped with Hamamatsu 9100-13 EMCCD camera. For complete PDD, the 
delivery efficiency was quantified as the number cells with a green nucleus divided 
by the number of cells bearing internalized bacteria and/or a green nucleus. To 
determine cytotoxicity after the 3.5 hour incubation, each well was incubated with 
PBS containing a final concentration of 4 μM of ethidium homodimer-1 (EthD-1) (Life 
Technologies) and 2 μM of Hoechst 33342 (VWR) for 10 min at 37 °C. EthD-1 stains 
the nucleus of membrane permeabilized (dead) cells and Hoechst stains the nucleus 
of all cells. Cytotoxicity was calculated as the number of EthD-1 stained cells divided 
by the number of cells bearing internalized bacteria and/or a green nucleus. 

 

1.4.8 Biosafety and biosecurity considerations 
 
All experiments followed the guidelines of the Office of Environment, Health, 
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and Safety (EH&S) at UC Berkeley. Since many of the strains used in these studies 
involved virulence factors from risk group 2 (RG2) organisms, these materials are 
regarded as RG2 and our work operated under biosafety level 2 protocols. High 
affinity iron transport mutants (∆tonB) were employed to mitigate any risks to 
researchers or the environment posed by these organisms. To mitigate potential 
dual-use of these materials, only the RG1 parts are fully described at base-level 
precision. Full sequences including RG2 components and physical DNAs are 
available upon request from researchers presenting evidence of institutional 
approval. 
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1.5 Table 
 
Table 1.1 Plasmids used in experiments 
 
Figure Label Plasmid 
1.2A Payload Device Bjh2313-

BBa_J72117 
1.2B Payload Device Bjh2313-

BBa_J72117 
VSD(PphoP) driven SLD(λ) Bjh1239-

BBa_J72118 
1.2C Payload Device Bjh2313-

BBa_J72117 
VSD(PphoP) driving SLD(λ) with BRP Bjh1874-

BBa_J72118 
1.2D Payload Device Bjh2313-

BBa_J72117 
 PDD with PCON driving VLD(degradation tagged 
pfo/plc) and VSD(PmgrBI) driving a SLD(λ) with BRP 

Bjh2399-
BBa_J72118 

1.3 PREF driven GFP Bjh2302-
BBa_J72118 

VSD(PmgtCB) driven GFP Bjh2389-
BBa_J72118 

VSD(PphoP) driven GFP Bjh2297-
BBa_J72118 

VSD(PmgtCBl) driven GFP Bjh2387-
BBa_J72118 

VSD(PmgrBl) driven GFP Bjh2386-
BBa_J72118 

VSD(PmgtA) driven GFP Bjh2388-
BBa_J72118 

VSD(PphoP-Act1) driven GFP Bjh2299-
BBa_J72118 

VSD(PphoP-Act2) driven GFP Bjh2325-
BBa_J72118 

VSD(PphoP-Act3) driven GFP Bjh2300-
BBa_J72118 

VSD(PphoP-Act4) driven GFP Bjh2298-
BBa_J72118 

1.4 PBAD driven SLD(λ) Bxa160-
BBa_J72118 

PBAD driven SLD(T4) Bjh1998-
BBa_J72118 

1.5 VSD(PmgtCB) driven SLD(λ) Bjh1236-
BBa_J72118 

VSD(PphoP) driven SLD(λ) Bjh1239-
BBa_J72118 
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VSD(PmgtCBl) driven SLD(λ) Bjh1242-
BBa_J72118 

VSD(PmgrBl) driven SLD(λ) Bjh2369-
BBa_J72118 

VSD(PmgtA) driven SLD(λ) Bjh2370-
BBa_J72118 

VSD(PphoP-Act1) driven SLD(λ) Bjh2372-
BBa_J72118 

VSD(PphoP-Act2) driven SLD(λ) Bjh2374-
BBa_J72118 

VSD(PphoP-Act3) driven SLD(λ) Bjh2373-
BBa_J72118 

VSD(PphoP-Act4) driven SLD(λ) Bjh2371-
BBa_J72118 

1.6 PBAD-brp expression plasmid Bjh2109-
BBa_J72118 

constitutive PhoA expression plasmid Bjh2143c12-
BBa_J72117 

1.7 VSD(PphoP) driving SLD(λ) with BRP Bjh1874-
BBa_J72118 

VSD(PphoP) driving SLD(λ) with BRP and VLD(pfo) Bjh1865-
BBa_J72118 

VSD(PphoP) driving SLD(λ) with BRP and 
VLD(degradation tagged pfo) 

Bjh1866-
BBa_J72118 

VSD(PphoP) driving SLD(λ) with BRP and VLD(pfo, 
plc) 

Bjh1864-
BBa_J72118 

VSD(PphoP) driving SLD(λ) with BRP and 
VLD(degradation tagged pfo and plc) 

Bjh1872-
BBa_J72118 

VSD(PphoP) driving SLD(λ) with BRP and 
VLD(degradation tagged pfo, plcA, and plcB) 

Bjh2268-
BBa_J72118 

1.8 PDD with VSD(PphoP) driving both VLD and SLD Bjh1872-
BBa_J72118 

PDD with PCON driving VLD(degradation tagged 
pfo/plc) and VSD(PphoP) driving SLD(λ) with BRP 

Bjh2348-
BBa_J72118 

PDD with PCON driving VLD(degradation tagged 
pfo/plc) and VSD(PmgrBI) driving a SLD(λ) with BRP 

Bjh2399-
BBa_J72118 

1.9 PREF driven GFP Bjh2302-
BBa_J72118 

 PBAD driven GFP Bjh2366-
BBa_J72118 

1.10 PREF driven GFP Bjh2302-
BBa_J72118 

 PBAD driven GFP Bjh2366-
BBa_J72118 

PBAD driven SLD(λ) Bxa160-
BBa_J72118 
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Table 1.2 Strains used in experiments 
 
Figure Strain* 
1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.9, 1.10 MC1061 
1.2A, 1.2B, 1.2C JH-3-E9 (MG1655 attP21::Pflu-inv) 
1.2D,1.7, 1.8 JH-4-C3 (MG1655 ∆tonB attP21::Pflu-inv) 
1.6 JH-5-19 (MC1061 ∆tonB attP21::Pflu-inv) 
* Strain modifications were made using standard techniques 55, 56,57. 
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Chapter 2 
 
Payload Secretion Device 
 
 

2.1 Introduction 
 
The payload delivery device developed in Chapter 1 is a useful strategy for 

delivering proteins to target mammalian cells. However, it harbors some intrinsic 
limitations. First, unwanted bacterial components such as proteins, lipids, and 
nucleotides are co-delivered along with the payload. Second, the amount of payload 
per bacterium is limited due to stability or toxicity of payload in the cytoplasm of the 
bacterium. Finally, the entire payload is delivered in a single burst, and the rate of 
release cannot be controlled. These limitations would be irrelevant for some 
applications such as delivering toxins to cancer cells, because the target cell will be 
going through apoptosis eventually. However, they may become more significant for 
applications that require greater control over payload delivery such as delivering 
therapeutics to target cells. 

To address this, we developed a new strategy of payload delivery where E. 
coli is programmed to escape from the vacuole after invasion of target mammalian 
cells and continuously secrete the payload inside the cytoplasm of the target 
mammalian cell. Once the payload delivery is completed, E. coli are removed by 
autophagy (Figure 2.1). Autophagy is a cellular process that recycles cellular 
components, including organelles or intracellular bacteria, through lysosomal 
machinery in response to nutrient starvation, organelle damage, or microbial 
infection (58 and references therein). We can utilize this process to remove our E. 
coli., leaving the target cell minimally affected 59. 
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Figure 2.1 The strategy of the payload secretion device 
The fundamental flow of operation is to invade, sense, deliver, and removal. The invasion device 
allows E. coli to enter the target cell. The vacuole sensor device activates the payload secretion 
devices, which delivers payloads to the cytoplasm of the target cell. Once the delivery is completed, E. 
coli is removed by autophagy. 

 
 
Alternative gene therapy (AGT) is a mode of delivery that is most similar to 

the payload secretion 60. It has shown positive results for various disease models 
including liver cancer, refractory cancer, mammary carcinoma, adenocarcinoma, 
ischemia, and solid tumor 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67. In this strategy, a bacterium resides in 
the extracellular space of the target tissue and delivers payloads in a manner 
dependent on small molecule inducers. Payload delivery can be stopped when 
needed, and the bacterium can be removed by means of antibiotics. However, 
payloads produced by the bacterium may diffuse away from the target cells, and it 
would be difficult to deliver similar doses of payloads to each target cell. We 
anticipate that the payload secretion device may provide a new delivery strategy that 
addresses these limitations as well.  

In Chapter 1, we demonstrated that we can efficiently and systematically 
engineer a complex biological system. In this chapter, we attempted to further 
assess the validity of abstraction and modularity when engineering the payload 
secretion device. Abstraction and modularity are one of the engineering principles 
that enable reuse of modular devices for another purpose that is different from the 
original. Equipped with the characterization of devices obtained in Chapter 1, we 
were able to rationally rearrange genetic elements and obtain new function. We 
simply rearranged the existing devices obtained from Chapter 1. 
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2.2 Results 
 
2.2.1 Assembly and troubleshooting of the payload 
secretion device 

 
 Similar to the payload delivery device in Chapter 1, the secretion device had 

to transport payload across four physical barriers: the bacterial inner membrane, the 
peptidoglycan layer, the outer membrane, and the mammalian vacuole membrane. 
Here, however, transport could not utilize self-lysis of bacterium. Thus we designed a 
construct that leaves the inner membrane and peptidoglycan layer intact while outer 
membrane and vacuole membrane are permeabilized. The vacuole lysis device is 
targeted to periplasm by the sec transport pathway 68, and reaches the vacuole 
membrane through permeabilized outer membrane. In order to transport the payload 
device to periplasm, we utilized the twin arginine translocation (TAT) pathway 69, 
since fluorescent proteins are unable to fold in periplasm after they are secreted by 
the sec transport pathway 70. The signal peptide of TorA was attached at the N-
terminus of both GFP-NLS and RFP 69. 

When the vacuole sensor device was activated, our E. coli were designed to 
release the pre-loaded payload device and the newly synthesized vacuole lysis 
device from the periplasm to vacuolar space. After the vacuole membrane was 
degraded, E. coli was to reside in the cytoplasm of target cells, and continuously 
synthesize and secrete the payloads. Therefore, the payload was placed under a 
constitutive promoter, such that the payload was pre-loaded in periplasm before 
bacterium was internalized by the invasion device (Figure 2.2A). The BRP and the 
vacuole lysis device were under the control of the vacuole sensor device. When we 
tested this in vivo, however, the payload was not released from the bacterium (Figure 
2.2B). 
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Figure 2.2 Payload was not secreted by TAT pathway 
The payloads were targeted to periplasm by TAT pathway. In a successful device, the payload would 
be released from the outer membrane-permeabilized bacteria upon entry into mammalian cells. 
However, this was not observed.  
A. Device composition 
B. RFP was targeted to periplasm, but not released even after outer membrane was permeabilized by 
BRP. 
C. Periplasm targeted GFP-NLS also was not released.  
D. Merge: RFP, GFP-NLS, and blue stained nucleus 
E. Merge: RFP, GFP-NLS, nucleus, and bright field 
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In order to solve this problem and release free GFP-NLS and RFP from 
bacterium, we decided to permeabilize the bacterial inner and outer membrane, 
because there exist no other simple and easy options to translocate GFP-NLS and 
RFP from bacterial cytoplasm to periplasm. Holin dimers embedded on inner 
membrane allow small proteins to freely pass the inner membrane 71. To build this, 
we revisited the architecture of the self-lysis device. The device was subdivided into 
the peptidoglycan layer degrading device, composed of lysozyme, and the inner 
membrane permeabilizing device (IMP), composed of promoterless holin and 
antiholin under a constitutive promoter. Then the IMP and BRP were placed under 
the vacuole sensor device (Figure 2.3C). When this device was installed in E. coli 
and tested in vivo, the payload was successfully released from the intact bacteria 
filling up the vacuole space (Figure 2.3D). When the vacuole lysis device was added 
(Figure 2.4A), the GFP-NLS was localized to the nucleus after payload was released 
to the cytoplasm (Figure 2.4B). 

Similar to the optimization methods we used for the payload delivery device, 
we decoupled the expression of the vacuole lysis device from the vacuole sensing 
device, thus providing time for the vacuole lysis device to pre-load before self-lysis is 
activated. Figure 2.5 illustrates that use of a constitutive promoter to drive the VLD 
increased the payload secretion efficiency from ~5 % to ~55 % without any increase 
in cytotoxicity. Employing the VSD predicted to have the best activity, PmgrBI, further 
improved efficiency to over 90 %.  
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Figure 2.3 Payload was secreted from inner and outer membrane 
permeabilized bacteria 
A. Device composition for B. 
B. Bacteria expressing GFP-NLS and RFP in vacuole. Both inner and outer membrane were not 
permeabilized, and rod shaped bacteriawere observed. 
C. Device composition for D. The inner and outer membrane were designed to be permeabilized after 
they entered the vacuole.  
D. The GFP-NLS was distributed in vacuole, which indicated that the GFP was secreted to the 
vacuole space.  
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Figure 2.4 Payload secretion device delivered the payload in vivo 
A. Device composition. The composition of device can be abstracted into the protein secretion and 
vacuole lysis devices driven by two different promoters.  
B. The payload secretion device successfully delivered the payload to the cytoplasm and nucleus of 
target cell. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
Figure 2.5 Improvements of the payload secretion device 
All of the devices have the same architecture except for the promoters for these devices shown. Pre-
loading of the VL improved the efficiency. Installation of PmgrB further improved the efficiency. These 
changes did not affect the cytotoxicity significantly. 
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2.2.2 Decoupling of vacuole escape and payload delivery 
 
In the payload secretion system described above, the release of the payload 

was coupled with the vacuole escape. We sought to decouple the timing of the 
payload delivery and vacuole escape. We then couple the payload delivery with a 
small molecule inducible promoter such that the payload release is triggered by 
extracellularly provided small molecules.  

In order to make this secretion system compatible with autophagy mediated 
removal of E. coli after delivery is completed, the expression of the vacuole lysis 
device must be reconsidered. In the previous system, the vacuole lysis device was 
placed under the constitutive promoter. When E. coli are enveloped during 
autophagy, the vacuole lysis device can allow E. coli to escape from the 
autophagosome, just as it initially escaped from the vacuole. Additionally, although 
the vacuole lysis device under a constitutive promoter did not cause cytotoxicity 
within 5 hours of delivery experiment (Figure 2.5), there is a possibility that 
accumulation over time could damage the host's cytoplasmic membrane when the 
duration of delivery becomes longer.  

Taking all of these into consideration, we further engineered E. coli by 
rearranging the devices. In this design of the payload secretion device, E. coli 
invades mammalian cells, escapes from the vacuole, and initiates payload secretion 
triggered by an external source of signal. The vacuole lysis device is placed under 
an orthogonal, inducible promoter, and is pre-loaded in E. coli while they are cultured 
in vitro before invasion. They are unable to express the vacuole lysis device 
thereafter. Thus the bacterium is unable to escape after they are enveloped by the 
autophagosome.  

 
2.2.2.1 Bacterium escape to cytoplasm 

 
A small molecule inducible promoter, PBAD, was placed before the VLD 

(Figure 2.6A). The VLD is pre-loaded in the periplasmic space by culturing with the 
inducer when preparing bacteria for the delivery. BRP is placed under the VSD to 
release the pre-loaded VLD into the vacuole space, so that bacterium is eventually 
released to the cytoplasm. The escape of bacterium from the vacuole was monitored 
by staining acidic vacuoles using LysoTrackerTM. As a control, bacteria with PSD 
which were grown without the inducer was compared (Figure 2.6). Bacteria were not 
able to escape from vacuole and remained in acidic vacuoles. When bacteria were 
grown with an inducer, bacterium was able to escape to host cytoplasm (Figure 2.7).  

We tested another small molecule inducible promoter, PRHM. Although more 
extensive and comprehensive data for escape efficiency need to be collected, less 
than 10% of E. coli with PRHM driven device have escaped from the vacuole whereas 
over 90 % of E. coli with PBAD driven device were able to escape from the vacuole.  
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Figure 2.6 E. coli remained in phagosome when the vacuole lysis device was 
not induced 
A. Device composition: The vacuole-induced BRP was designed to release the VL, which facilitates 
the escape of E. coli from the vacuole. The expression of the VL was not induced prior to invasion. 
B. Bright field image of M. brevicollis  
C. E. coli expressing GFP in vacuole of M. brevicollis. 
D. M. brevicollis vacuole stained with LysoTrackerTM.  
E. Merge: green and red channel. Co-localization of green and red indicated that bacteria did not 
escape from the vacuole.  
F. Merge: green, red, and bright field channel 
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Figure 2.7 E. coli escaped from phagosome when the vacuole lysis device was 
induced 
A. Bright field image of M. brevicollis 
B. E. coli expressing GFP. This bactaria contains an identical device composition as the bacteria in 
Figure 2.6A, but the expression of the VL was induced prior to invasion.  
C. The vacuole stained with LysoTrackerTM.  
D. Green and red channel were merged. Bacteria containing vacuole was not stained, which indicated 
that bacteria escaped from the vacuole.  
E. Green, red, and bright field channel were merged. 
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2.2.2.2 E. coli in host cytoplasm respond to small molecules 
 
Validation of metabolic viability of E. coli within a mammalian cytoplasm 

comes from testing whether gene expression can be triggered after they escape 
from vacuole. Small molecule inducers are supplied in the mammalian growth 
medium, and trigger gene expression of a visible signal once they reach the E. coli 
dwelling in the cytoplasm.  

The success of this experiment faced one fundamental challenge. Even after 
an extensive, post-invasion wash, it was difficult to remove all extracellular bacteria 
from the well. Subsequently, bacteria outside of the cell may have become induced 
and internalized, but perceived as a response from already intracellular bacteria. In 
order to rule out this false positive, we utilized gentamicin to shut off gene expression 
of extracellular E. coli. 

We tested whether incubation with 100 μg/mL of gentamicin can prevent 
gene activation by small molecules. E. coli harboring the escape device and GFP 
under PBAD (Figure 2.8A) was incubated with 100 μg/mL of gentamicin for 1 hour or 2 
hours before 0.2 % arabinose was added. Then E. coli were further incubated for 2 
hours. Even when induced, GFP expression of gentamicin-treated E. coli was 
comparable to the uninduced sample (Figure 2.8).  

To assess this in vivo, the same E. coli were incubated with mammalian cells 
to allow invasion (Figure 2.9A). Then the cells were incubated with the complete 
growth medium supplemented with 100 μg/mL gentamicin. When inducers were 
added, GFP expression was comparable to the induced sample without gentamicin 
treatment after two hours (Figure 2.9) indicating that we were able to control the 
gene expression of intracellular E. coli using extracellularly supplemented inducers. 
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Figure 2.8 Prior incubation of bacteria with gentamicin inhibited the GFP 
exression when induced 
A. Device composition. GFP was placed downstream of PBAD. 
B. Uninduced control: no arabinose was added to E. coli. 
C. Induced with 0.2% arabinose after incubation with 100ug/uL gentamicin for 1 hour. The expression 
of GFP was inhibited.  
D. Induced with 0.2% arabinose without incubation with 100ug/uL gentamicin for 1 hour. The 
expression of GFP was induced. 
E. Induced with 0.2% arabinose after incubation with 100ug/uL gentamicin for 2 hour. The expression 
of GFP was inhibited.F. Induced with 0.2% arabinose without incubation with 100ug/uL gentamicin for 
2 hour. The expression of GFP was induced. 
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Figure 2.9 GFP expression of E. coli inside mammalian cell were induced by 
0.2% arabinose supplemented in mammalian cell culture medium 
Bacteria with the same device composition as Figure 2.8A were used. The expression of the VL was 
induced to facilitate the escape from the vacuole prior to invasion. After invasion, mammalian cell 
culture was treated with gentamicin for 1 hour, and then 0.2% arabinose was supplemented in the 
medium.   
A. Bright field image.  
B. The expression of GFP was induced, and the intensity of GFP signal was comparable to induced 
control in Figure 2.8D and F.  
C. GFP and bright field channel were merged. 
 

 
 

2.2.2.3 E. coli in host cytoplasm released payload in response to 
small molecules 
  
 After obtaining the ability to trigger gene expression from E. coli in cytoplasm, 
we sought to induce expression of inner and outer membrane permeabilization 
devices and allow cytoplasmic GFP-NLS to be released to cytoplasm of target 
mammalian cell and localized in nucleus. E. coli harboring PBAD driving the inner 
membrane permeabilization device and brp, the VS driving brp, and PRHM driving the 
VLD were incubated with mammalian cells (Figure 2.10A). Bacteria were incubated 
with mammalian cells to allow invasion. Then they were incubated with 100 μg/mL 
gentamicin for 1 hour to rule out false positive. When induced, GFP was successfully 
localized to nucleus (Figure 2.10). Although more controls such as staining nucleus 
and phagosome would be required, this suggests that our new secretion device is 
working as expected.  
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Figure 2.10 GFP-NLS was delivered to nucleus when induced 
The vacuole-induced expression of the BRP was designed to facilitate bacteria escape from vacuole 
by releasing the pre-loaded vacuole lysis device. Addition of 0.2% arabinose was to permeabilize the 
inner and outer membrane, and release constitutively expressed GFP-NLS, which was localized in 
the nucleus.  
A. Device composition. 
B. Bright field image 
C. GFP-NLS was released and localized in the nucleus after the addition of arabinose to the medium. 
D. Green and bright field channels were merged. 
 
 
 

2.3 Discussion 
  
 Here we demonstrated that we can engineer E. coli to enact a variety of 
delivery strategies by simply and rationally mixing and matching currently available 
devices. This provides an additional example that standardization, abstraction, and 
modularity are powerful and valid engineering principles for biology as well. The 
removal of E. coli by autophagy still remains to be tested.  
 When we encountered that the TAT signal peptide tagged payloads were not 
released, we fixed the problem by partially permeabilizing inner and outer membrane 
of bacteria. Although the device worked as we expected, the delivery process itself 
was not the ideal way of delivering payloads. Like the payload delivery device, 
bacterial proteins would have also leaked out of bacteria. Additionally, the stability 
and viability of membrane permeabilized bacteria would have to be extensively 
tested. Therefore, another type of secretion system, such as the type III secretion 
system, must be considered to replace our current design. A type III secretion 
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system could also obviate BRP by targeting the vacuole lysis device directly to 
outside. In this case, however, the vacuole sensor device cannot be pre-loaded 
before they invade the target host cell, and, therefore, the efficiency of escape from 
vacuole would decrease significantly. Pre-loading of the vacuole lysis device not only 
increases the efficiency of escape from vacuole, but also makes the payload 
secretion device compatible with autophagy mediated removal of E. coli after the 
delivery is completed. If the vacuole sensing device or constitutive promoter were 
driving the expression of the vacuole lysis device, E. coli would be able to escape 
from autophagy multiple times. By pre-loading the vacuole lysis device with a small 
molecule, E. coli can escape from the vacuole only once during the delivery process.  
 This mode of delivery can be adopted to have more sophisticated behaviors. 
Genetic circuits or biosensors can be combined or replace the current device, such 
that E. coli can sense the cellular state of target, actuate delivery sequence 
accordingly, and be removed without human intervention. This mode of delivery 
maximizes the utility of live E. coli as a drug delivery vehicle. Taking advantage of 
their property of sensing and actuation is what differentiates bacteria based 
therapeutics from other currently available drug vehicles.  
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2.4 Material and Methods 
 
2.4.1 Plasmids and Strains 

 
The genetic constructs used in this study were constructed using BglBrick 

standard assembly 50, a variation on BioBrick standard assembly using the BglII and 
BamHI restriction enzymes. To facility part assembly, methylating strains of E. coli 
were employed 51. All experiments were performed with E. coli strains MG1655, 
MC1061, and derivatives thereof (Table 2.4). Sequences of DNAs used to fabricate 
composite devices are available in the MIT Registry of Standard Biological Parts 52. 
The complete composition of devices is available in Appendix (Table 1.2).  

 

2.4.2 Growth medium and condition  
 
E. coli were grown in Luria Broth (LB) medium for routine molecular biology 

protocols. Cultures were grown in Luria Broth (LB) for routine cloning. Cultures for 
experiments were grown in Terrific Broth (TB) supplemented with appropriate 
antibiotics and 30 mM of MgSO4 (TB + Mg). Cultures were induced with a final 
concentration of 0.2 % arabinose or 10mM rhamnose in TB. Cultures were grown at 
37 °C and 700 rpm (Multitron Standard, INFORS-HT, Bottmingen, Switzerland) 

 

2.4.3 Microscopy of devices 
 
A monolayer of HeLa or U373 MG cells was prepared 24 hours prior to 

experimentation on an 8-well chambered slide (LabTech) in growth medium (DMEM 
supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) for HeLa and DMEM 
supplemented with 1% non-essential amino acids (NEAA), 1 mM sodium pyruvate, 
and 10% FBS for U373 MG) with penicillin and streptomycin antibiotics. The medium 
was replaced with fresh medium without antibiotics, and stationary phase bacterial 
culture (grown in TB + Mg2+) was added to each well. After 80 minutes of incubation 
at 37 °C, cells were washed twice into growth medium with 100 μg/mL gentamicin, 
and the slides incubated for a further 3.5 hours before the examination by 
microscopy. For experiments involving induction with small molecules, the slide was 
incubated at 37 °C for 1 hour in 100 μg/mL gentamicin supplemented medium after 
washing twice. Then medium was exchanged with the medium supplemented with 
100 μg/μL gentamicin and 0.2% arabinose, and incubated further 2 hours. Images 
were taken with Zeiss Axiobserver D1 or Zeiss Axiovision Z1 inverted microscope 
equipped with Hamamatsu 9100-13 EMCCD camera. The delivery efficiency was 
quantified as the number cells with a green nucleus divided by the number of cells 
bearing internalized bacteria and/or a green nucleus. To determine cytotoxicity after 
the 3.5 hour incubation, each well was incubated with PBS containing a final 
concentration of 4 μM of ethidium homodimer-1 (EthD-1) (Life Technologies) and 2 
μM of Hoechst 33342 (VWR) for 10 min at 37 °C. EthD-1 stains the nucleus of 
membrane permeabilized (dead) cells and Hoechst stains the nucleus of all cells. 
Cytotoxicity was calculated as the number of EthD-1 stained cells divided by the 
number of cells bearing internalized bacteria and/or a green nucleus. To stain 
acidified vacuoles, the medium was exchanged with the growth medium 
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supplemented with 100 nM of LysoTrackerTM Red DND-9 (Molecular Probes) and 
incubated for 1hr at 37 °C. For imaging GFP induction, the exposure time was set to 
5.10 seconds.  
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2.5 Table 
 
Table 2.1 Plasmids used in experiments 
 
Figure Label Plasmid 
2.2 VSD(PphoP) driving VLD(degradation tagged pfo/plc) 

and BRP, and PCON driving TAT tagged PLD 
Bjh2107- 
BBa_J72118 

2.3B Payload Device Bjh2313- 
BBa_J72117 

2.3D VSD(PmgrBl) driving IMP with BRP Bjh2131- 
BBa_J72118 

Payload Device Bjh2313- 
BBa_J72117 

2.4B PSD with PCON driving VLD(degradation tagged 
pfo/plc), and VSD(PmgrBl) driving IMP with BRP 

Bjh2402- 
BBa_J72118 

Payload Device Bjh2313- 
BBa_J72117 

2.5 PSD with PphoP driving VLD(degradation tagged 
pfo/plc), IMP, and BRP 

Bjh2087- 
BBa_J72118 

PSD with PCON driving VLD(degradation tagged 
pfo/plc), and VSD(PphoP) driving IMP with BRP 

Bjh2347- 
BBa_J72118 

 PSD with PCON driving VLD(degradation tagged 
pfo/plc), and VSD(PmgrBl) driving IMP with BRP 

Bjh2402- 
BBa_J72118 

Payload Device Bjh2313- 
BBa_J72117 

2.6, 
2.7 

VSD(PmgrBl) driving BRP, and PBAD driving 
VLD(degradation tagged pfo/plc) 

HK42- 
BBa_J72118 

VSD(PmgrBl) driving BRP, and PRHM driving 
VLD(degradation tagged pfo/plc) 

HK45- 
BBa_J72118 

PglpT driving GFP jtk2828- 
BBa_J72147 

2.8, 
2.9 

VSD(PmgrBl) driving BRP, and PRHM driving 
VLD(degradation tagged pfo/plc) 

HK45- 
BBa_J72118 

PBAD driven GFP, and PCON driven RFP HK54- 
BBa_J72147 

2.10 VSD(PmgrBl) driving BRP, and PRHM driving 
VLD(degradation tagged pfo/plc) 

HK45- 
BBa_J72118 

PBAD driving IMP with BRP, and PCON driven RFP HK63- 
BBa_J72147 
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Table 2.2 Strains used in experiments 
 
Figure Strain* 
2.2, 2.3B, 2.3D, 
2.4B, 2.5 

JH-4-C3 (MG1655 ∆tonB attP21::Pflu-inv) 

2.6, 2.7, 2.8, 
2.9, 2.10 

3E9_p1_T6-3 (MG1655 attP21::Pflu-inv, O16::pcon_repA(ColE2), 
upp::pcon(23100)_pir) 

* Strain modifications were made using standard techniques 55, 56, 57. 
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Chapter 3 
 
Protein Delivery to Eukaryotic 
Organisms 
 
 
3.1 Introduction 

 
Choanoflagellates are the closest known relatives of metazoans 72. They 

represent a distinct lineage that evolved separately from metazoans 73. They are 
globally distributed and can be found abundantly in both marine and freshwater 
environments. Over 125 species have been identified, and many of them exist as 
unicellular or colonial form.  

Choanoflagellates are very attractive model organisms for developmental 
and evolutionary biologists. Interestingly, for some species of choanoflagellates 
colony formation of unicellular species is induced by factors such as bacteria 74. 
They are located in the middle of unicellular and colonial progenitor of metazoans in 
the evolution tree, and, therefore, may provide answers for evolution from unicellular 
to multicellular organisms. Despite the scientific opportunities that choanoflagellates 
can provide, research with these organisms is limited to mostly comparative 
genomics or phylogenic analysis due to lack of transgenic tools. Therefore, the 
development of genetic tools for these organisms is very important. 
 Typically, choanoflagellates have an apical flagellum surrounded by a 
distinctive collar of actin-filled microvilli. They use this collar to create a current to 
capture prey such as bacteria. Captured bacteria are then engulfed and reside in the 
vacuole. The vacuole is fused with a food vacuole where bacteria are digested. Their 
eating process closely resembles the phagocytosis of bacteria by mammalian cells 
as described in Chapter 2. Therefore, we attempted to develop a genetic tool by 
modifying our payload delivery device. In fact, since the delivery process is similar to 
many other organisms that feed on bacteria, we anticipate that a transgenic tool 
developed here can be easily adopted for other organisms that share similar feeding 
process.  
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3.2 Result 
 
3.2.1 Analysis of device compatibility with 
choanoflagellates 

 
We analyzed each device whether they were compatible with 

choanoflagellates. As for the payload device, SV 40 NLS tagged fluorescent protein 
has been shown to localize in nucleus in various species including yeast, Xenopus, 
Drosophila, plants, and mammals 75, 76, 77, 25. Therefore, it was reasonable to keep 
our current payload device for the initial experiment. The invasion device can be 
ignored as long as choanoflagellates can actively feed on our chassis, E. coli 
MG1655. The performance of the self-lysis device and BRP would be unaffected 
because their target substrates remain the same, the inner membrane, 
peptidoglycan layer, and outer membrane, respectively. The performance of the 
vacuole lysis device, however, can be affected because it is unknown whether PFO 
or PLC would have the similar activity on the vacuole membrane of 
choanoflagellates. The performance of the vacuole sensor device is also unknown 
since magnesium concentration in the vacuole of choanoflagellates is unknown. We 
continued with our best payload delivery device for initial experiment, and we will 
troubleshoot after identifying possible failures.  

 

3.2.2 Viability of choanoflagellates at various temperatures 
 
For better delivery efficiency, it was logical that the optimal temperature for E. 

coli is desired, since the components of the payload delivery device performs 
naturally at 37 °C. Typically many species of choanoflagellates are cultured at 25 °C. 
Thus, it was important to assess whether the viability of choanoflagellates is affected 
when cultured in elevated temperature. We measured viability of Salpingoeca 
rosettaafter incubating them at 25 °C, 37 °C, and 50 °C for 24 hours (Figure 3.1). 
Even when they were cultured at 37 °C for 24 hours, their viability was not altered. 
Therefore, we decided to co-incubate bacteria and choanoflagellates at 37 °C during 
the payload delivery experiment.  
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Figure 3.1 Viability of Salpingoeca rosetta cultured at different temperature for 
24 hours 
The viability of S. rosetta at 37 °C was minimal. 
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3.2.3 Initial test suggested that faster response to 
internalization is required 

 
To address whether the invasion device can be replaced by natural uptake by 

choanoflagelles, we mixed Monosiga brevicollis with E. coli bearing the payload 
device and lacking the invasion device, and incubated them at 37 °C. Indeed, the 
uptake of E. coli was confirmed (data not shown).  

To examine whether the vacuole sensor device can properly function in the 
vacuole of Monosiga brevicollis, E. coli bearing the payload device and mammalian 
optimized version of the payload delivery device were fed to Monosiga brevicollis. 
However, the payload was concentrated in the food vacuole within an hour (Figure 
3.2). Compared to payload delivery in mammalian cells, the speed of vacuole 
trafficking to the food vacuole is much faster than the time required for the VS to 
activate other devices. Therefore we sought to modify the vacuole sensing device.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
Figure 3.2 E. coli were engulfed by Monosiga brevicollis and concentrated in 
food vacuole 
E. coli expressing RFP were engulfed by choanoflagellates and concentrated in food vacuole, where 
they were digested. 
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3.2.4 Working VSD was identified 
 
Developing the VSD for mammalian cells suggested that it would be difficult 

and time-consuming to build and test a new vacuole sensing device that can sense 
the vacuole of choanoflagellates with unknown characteristics and activate the self-
lysis device within a few minutes before the phagosomal vacuole fuses with the food 
vacuole. Unlike the payload delivery to mammalian cells, our goal is not to build a 
delivery system that can specifically sense the vacuole environment or can deliver 
with high efficiency with lowest MOI possible. Specific sensing of the vacuole 
environment is not required to achieve our goal. In addition, MOI of bacteria to 
choanoflagellates are not a significant issue, since they naturally interact with 
bacteria in habitat. For our application, it would not matter if bacteria lyse outside of 
choanoflagellates. Our hypothesis was that feeding pre-induced payload delivery 
device would give higher delivery efficiency. We picked a version of the payload 
delivery device that was predicted to be pre-lysing from Chapter 1 (Figure 3.3A). 
Indeed, their spherical shape indicated that their structural integrity has been 
compromised (Figure 3.4B, C, D). When these E. coli were fed to Monosiga 
brevicollis, GFP and RFP was distributed in the cytoplasm, indicating that this 
version of payload delivery device was able to self-lyse in time and degraded the 
vacuole membrane (Figure 3.4). However, GFP-NLS did not localize in nucleus. 
Choanoflagellates with RFP in cytoplasm and GFP-NLS concentrated in the nucleus 
were not observed,suggesting that SV 40 NLS is not functional in Monosiga 
brevicollis. Since the localization of protein failed, we used the deconvolution 
fluorescent microscopy to confirm that GFP and RFP are filled in the cytoplasmic 
space 78.  
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Figure 3.3 Spherical shape of E. coli carrying the payload delivery device 
A. The composition of device was identical to the device used for the mammalian cells, except for the 
vacuole sensing device. The device with higher basal level expression was used to ensure their fast 
self-lysis within the vacuole.  
B. Images of RFP expressing bacteria with the payload delivery device were taken prior to feeding 
choanoflagellates. The spherical shape of bacteria indicated that their structure integrity was 
compromised due to higher basal expression level of the vacuole sensing device used here.  
C. RFP and bright field images were merged. 
D. Bright field image 
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Figure 3.4 GFP-NLS and RFP may have been delivered to cytoplasm of 
choanoflagellates 
Both GFP-NLS and RFP were distributed in the cytoplasm of a choanoflagellate in the center of the 
image. Without localization of GFP-NLS, the success of the payload delivery cannot be confirmed. 
A. For the choanoflagellate in the center, GFP-NLS was distributed in the cytoplasm. 
B. RFP was distributed in the cytoplasm. 
C. GFP-NLS and RFP images were merged. 
D. GFP-NLS, RFP, and bright field images were merged. 
E. Bright field image 
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3.2.5 VLD only worked in M. ovata and brevicollis 
 
PFO is the primary functional component of the vacuole lysis device, and has 

selective activity on membranes which contain cholesterols 79. This raised the 
question of whether the vacuole lysis device would be active on the membrane of 
choanoflagellates. According to Jon Grabenstatter from Harvard University, there is 
no cholesterol in Monosiga. There is a trace amount of cholesterol (C27 delta 5) and 
a substantial concentration of C27 delta 5, 22 sterol in Salpingoeca. The main sterol 
in both choanoflagellates is C27 delta 5, 7, 22 (personal communication, January 30, 
2012). Since little was known for other species, we set out to test delivery on six 
different species of choanoflagellates. Among those, we only observed RFP delivery 
to cytoplasm for Monosiga brevicollis and Monosiga ovata.  

 

3.2.6 Payload delivery worked on Naegleria, but 
localization failed  

 
In parallel to choanoflagellates, the payload delivery device was tested on 

another genetically intractable organism of our interest, the protozoan Naegleria 
gruberi. They feed on bacteria, and can transform their cellular state from amoeba 
state to either flagellated state or encysted state within minutes 80. When we tried the 
payload delivery, RFP was delivered to cytoplasm (Figure 3.5). According to Lillian 
Fritz-Laylin from University of California, San Francisco, this image was similar to 
syringe-loaded Naegleria with proteins (personal communication, February 22, 2012). 
However, the localization of GFP-NLS failed. 
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Figure 3.5 RFP may have been delivered to cytoplasm of Naegleria gruberi 
RFP was distributed in the cytoplasm of Naegleria gruberi in the center of the image. The amoeba's 
shape is distorted as it crawled across the surface of the dish. Images were taken in 10 second 
interval.  
A. Bright field 
B. T=0 sec. 
C. T=10 sec. 
D. T=20 sec. 
E. T=30 sec. 
F. T=40 sec. 
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3.2.7 Payload delivery to Dictyostelium discoideum 
  
 Localization of payload would provide concrete evidence that delivery was 
successful. Since we cannot draw the line whether delivery worked or not, we 
attempted to deliver to another organism that can provide more useful information, 
Dictyostelium discoideum. Because this organism is genetically tractable, we now 
have means to better assess the performance of our devices. As an initial 
experiment, we tried the payload deliver device on Dictyostelium discoideum and 
were able to deliver RFP to its cytoplasm (Figure 3.6). 
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Figure 3.6 RFP may have been delivered to cytoplasm of Dictyostelium 
discoideum 
A. RFP was distributed in the cytoplasm of Dictyostelium (spherical shape). 
B. RFP and bright field images were merged. 
C. Bright field image 
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3.3 Discussion 
  
 Payload delivery to Choanoflagellates remains inconclusive. It was difficult to 
troubleshoot the system since little is known about their biology. As an alternative, 
we tested the payload delivery device on the organism that is already genetically 
tractable, Dictyostelium discoideum. ElF6 and numA fused GFP were previously 
demonstrated to be localized to nucleus 81, 82. By delivering these proteins using our 
device, we may be able to show localization to nucleus and unambiguously confirm 
the successful delivery. The next step would be to clone these genes and try 
delivering these.  
 

3.3.1 Consideration when building payloads 
  
 Another consideration when designing the payload delivery experiments is 
the toxicity of payload to E. coli or interference with lysis. H2B 83 and Lifeact 84 are 
good examples. A constitutive expression of H2B-GFP fusion protein caused slow 
growth of E. coli, and self-lysis was diminished when lifeact-GFP was constitutively 
expressed. For some cases, fluorescence of GFP was decreased when proteins 
were fused. Therefore, stability, toxicity, and activity of payload must be considered 
when designing or identifying possible candidates for payloads.  
 

3.3.2 Identifying NLS of choanoflagellates 
  
 There are several biochemical experiments, such as identifying nuclear 
localization signals, needed to address the challenges encountered. To identify 
nuclear localization signals in choanoflagellates, a GFP fusion library of fragmented 
nuclear proteins of choanoflagellates can be generated and then screened.  
 

3.3.3 VLD and membrane composition of choanoflagellates 
  
 Perfringolysin O is known to selectively act on membranes which contain 
cholesterols. The payload delivery device, however, seems have worked on 
Monosiga species, although a concrete evidence was still required. This was 
surprising since Monosiga have been shown to have no cholesterol in membrane. 
We expected at first that the payload delivery would work better on Salpingoeca 
species since they had cholesterol within their membrane. It could be that some 
unknown types of sterol, which exist in Monosiga but not in Salpingoeca, could be 
sufficient for perfringolysin O activity. More sophisticated mass spectroscopy analysis 
and other biochemical experiments are needed to answer this question.  
 

3.3.4 Difficulties in microscopy 
  
 To confirm nuclear localization, it is necessary to identify the nucleus. DNA 
intercalating dyes, such as DAPI or Hoechst, can be used for such purposes 85, 86. 
For the organisms tested, however, it is not that simple. For instance, these dyes 
stain not only the nucleus but also bacteria-containing vacuoles and food vacuoles 
by intercalating into bacterial DNA in those vacuoles. In order to solve this, we can 
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co-stain the cells with LysoTrackerTM (Molecular Probes), which stains the vacuole 
and food vacuole. The nucleus would be only stained with DAPI, where other 
vacuoles are stained with DAPI and LysoTrackerTM. Another strategy would be to 
utilize immunofluorescence against nuclear protein, although it would be 
cumbersome and laborious  
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3.4 Material and Methods 
 
3.4.1 Plasmids and Strains 

 
Genetic devices used in this study were constructed using BglBrick standard 

assembly 50. BglII- and BamHI-methylating strains of E. coli were used for cloning 51. 
MG1655 and derivatives were used for payload delivery experiments. Monosiga 
ovata, Monosiga brevicollis, Monosiga gracilis, Salpingoeca rosetta, 
Salpingoeca infusionum, Salpingoeca napiformis, and Salpingoeca pyxidium were 
provided by Nicole King laboratory at University of California, Berkeley. Dictyostelium 
discoideum AX2 was a gift from Daniel Fletcher laboratory at University of California, 
Berkeley. Naegleria gruberi NEG and Klebsiella aerogenes were provided by Lillian 
Fritz-Laylin from University of California, San Francisco.  

 

3.4.2 Growth medium and condition  
 
The complete protocols for handling choanoflagellates are described at 

ChoanoWiki 87. The protocol for Naegleria gruberi is adopted from the previous study 
80. The protocols are briefly summarized below. 

 
3.4.2.1 Culturing of E. coli  

 
Cultures were grown in Luria Broth (LB) for routine cloning. Cultures for 

payload delivery experiments were grown in Terrific Broth supplemented with 
appropriate antibiotics and 30 mM of MgSO4 (TB + Mg). All E. coli cultures were 
grown at 37 °C and 700 rpm (Multitron Standard, INFORS-HT, Bottmingen, 
Switzerland) 

 
3.4.2.2 Preparation of the feedstock of Klebsiella aerogenes 

 
A colony of Klebsiella aerogenes was inoculated into 50 mL of Antibiotic 

Medium 3 (Difco), and grown overnight at 30 °C with shaking. The overnight culture 
was pelleted at 5,000 rpm for 10 min. The pellet was washed once with 50 mL of 
Tris-Mg buffer. Then it was resuspended in 5 mL of Tris-Mg buffer, and stored at 4 
°C.  

 
3.4.2.3 Cereal grass medium  

 
Per a liter of boiled natural seawater5 g of Ward’s cereal grass (Scholar 

Chemistry #9448606) was added. It was cooled down, and the macroscopic cereal 
grass particles were removed by vacuum filtering twice through Buchner (ceramic) 
funnel with a double layer of # 1 Whatman (cat# 1001 150). This filtered medium was 
sterile filtered through a .22 μm filter. For various percentages of cereal grass 
medium, appropriate amount of cereal grass medium was diluted in sterilized natural 
sea water.  
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3.4.2.4 Sea water  
 
Natural seawater was sterile filtered through a .22 μm filter.  
 

3.4.2.5 Fresh cereal grass medium  
 
For fresh water living choanoflagellates, such as Monosiga ovata or 

Salpingoeca napiformis, natural seawater was replaced by distilled water, and the 
rest of protocol followed the same protocol as the cereal grass medium. For various 
percentages of fresh cereal grass medium, appropriate amount of fresh cereal grass 
medium was diluted in sterilized distilled water. 

 
3.4.2.6 Organic enrichment medium 

 
Thepeptone-yeast solution (0.4 % protease peptone; 0.08 % yeast extract, in 

distilled water) was diluted 200-fold in sterile sea water, and then sterile filtered 
through a .22 μm filter. 

 
3.4.2.7 Growth medium for Dictyostelium discoideum 

 
The growth medium was prepared by dissolving 26.55 g of HL5-C Medium 

with Glucose (catalog number HLC0102, Formedium LTD, Hunstanton, England) per 
1 L of distilled water, and then it was sterilized by autoclave. 

 
3.4.2.8 Tris-Mg buffer for Naegleria gruberi  

 
The final concentration of 2 mM tris was prepared by dilution of a stock 0.1 M 

tris, pH 7.6, and then supplemented with 10 mM of MgSO4. The buffer was sterile 
filtered through a .22 μm filter. 

 
3.4.2.9 Preparation of NM agar plates 

 
Per liter of distilled water, 2 g of Difco Bacto-peptone, 2 g of dextrose, 1.5 g 

of K2HPO4, 1 g of KH2PO4, and 20 g of Difco Bacto-agar were dissolved., It was then 
autoclaved, and poured into petri dish. 

.  
3.4.2.10 Culturing of choanoflagellates 

 
All cultures were grown in 100 mm tissue culture plates for adherent 

choanoflagellates or 25 cm2 tissue culture flasks for suspension choanoflagellates 
without shaking. For adherent choanoflagellates, the plate bottom was scrapped 
prior to passaging. All of choanoflagellates were cultured at room temperature, 
except for Salpingoeca pyxidium which was cultured at 15 °C. 

 
3.4.2.10.1 Monosiga ovata 

 
Cultures were grown in 25 % of fresh cereal grass medium. Cultures were 

split 1:10 approximately every four days with a total volume of 20 ml 
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To prepare for the payload delivery experiments, cultures were grown in 50 
mL scale, and filtered through 3 μm filter. Bacteria were passed through and 
choanoflagellates remained in the filter. Then they were washed by passing 25 % 
fresh cereal glass medium through the filter. Choanoflagellates were collected by 
resuspending them with 5 mL of 25 % fresh cereal glass medium. The 
choanoflagellate suspension was transferred to each well of 8-well chambered slides 
(LabTech) in 500 μL aliquots.  

 
3.4.2.10.2 Monosiga brevicollis 

 
Cultures were grown in 100 % cereal grass medium. This particular culture 

was a monoxenic line with feeder bacteria Enterobacter aerogenes. Cultures were 
split 1:5 every two days with a total volume of 15 mL.  

To prepare for the payload delivery experiments, cultures were grown in 50 
ml scale, scrapped, and filtered through 40 μm cell strainer, which captures clumps 
of bacteria, then the filtrate was filtered through 8 um filter. The bacteria have a 
tendency to clump. Therefore, bacteria remained in the filter, while choanoflagellates 
passed through the filter. The filtrate was collected. The choanoflagellate suspension 
was transferred to each well of 8-well chambered slides in 500 μL aliquots. 

 
3.4.2.10.3 Monosiga gracilis 

 
Cultures were grown in 10 % cereal grass medium. Cultures were split 1:25 

approximately every seven days with a total volume of 25 mL. 
To prepare for the payload delivery experiments, cultures were grown in 50 

mL scale, scrapped, and filtered through 3 um filter. Bacteria passed through the 
filter, while choanoflagellates remained in the filter. Then they were washed by 
passing sea water through the filter. Choanoflagellates were collected by 
resuspending them with 5 mL of 10 % cereal glass medium.  The choanoflagellate 
suspension was transferred to each well of 8-well chambered slides in 500 μL 
aliquots. 

 
3.4.2.10.4 Salpingoeca rosetta 

 
Cultures were grown in 100 % cereal grass medium. This particular culture 

was a monoxenic line with feeder bacteria Algoriphagus machipongonensis. Cultures 
were split 1:5 every two days with a total volume of 20 mL. 

To prepare for the payload delivery experiments, cultures were grown in 50 
mL scale. Cultures were then concentrated by centrifugation at 4000 g for 15 
minutes at 4 °C. Choanoflagellates were separated from bacteria by density gradient 
centrifugation using Percoll as following. Choanoflagellates were layered over 2 mL 
of 10 % Percoll column in sorbitol sea water. The column was centrifuged for 10 
minutes at 1000 g at room temperature. Chaonoflagellates were collected as a pellet 
after removing supernatant. The pellet was resuspended in cereal grass medium. 
The choanoflagellate suspension was transferred to each well of 8-well chambered 
slides in 500 μL aliquots. 
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3.4.2.10.5 Salpingoeca infusionum 
 
Cultures were grown in 10 % cereal grass medium. Cultures were split 1:10 

every two days with a total volume of 20 mL. 
To prepare for the payload delivery experiments, cultures were grown in 50 

mL scale, scrapped, and filtered through 3 μm filter. Bacteria passed through the 
filter, while choanoflagellates remained in the filter. Then they were washed by 
passing sea water through the filter. Choanoflagellates were collected by 
resuspending them with 5 ml of 10 % cereal glass medium. The choanoflagellate 
suspension was transferred to each well of 8-well chambered slides in 500 μL 
aliquots. 

 
3.4.2.10.6 Salpingoeca napiformis 
  
 Cultures were grown in 25 % fresh cereal grass medium. Cultures were split 
1:20 every two days with a total volume of 20 mL. 
 To prepare for the payload delivery experiments, cultures were grown in 50 
mL scale, and filtered through 8 μm filter. Bacteria passed through the filter, while 
choanoflagellates remained in the filter. Then they were washed by passing distilled 
water through the filter. Choanoflagellates were collected by resuspending them with 
5 mL of 25% fresh cereal glass medium. The choanoflagellate suspension was 
transferred to each well of 8-well chambered slides in 500 μL aliquots. 
 
3.4.2.10.7 Salpingoeca pyxidium 
  
 Cultures were grown in organic enrichment medium at 15 °C. Cultures were 
split 1:25 every two weeks with a total volume of 25 mL. 
 To prepare for the payload delivery experiments, cultures were grown in 50 
mL scale, and centrifuged at 4000 g for 15 min at 4 °C. The supernatant was 
removed, and pellets were resuspended in organic enrichment medium. The 
choanoflagellate suspension was transferred to each well of 8-well chambered slides 
in 500 μL aliquots. 
 
3.4.2.11 Culturing of Dictyostelium discoideum 
  
 Dictyostelium discoideum AX2 was obtained on a 100 mm petri plate. The 
plate was scrapped after adding 5 mL of the growth medium onto the plate. From the 
scrapped suspension, 500μL was mixed into 50 mL of the growth medium 
supplemented with penicillin and streptomycin antibiotics, and plated on a 150 mm 
tissue culture grade petri dish. They were incubated at room temperature. Then, 
5x104 amoeba was split into a new plate when they reach ~107.  
 To prepare for payload delivery experiments, the growth medium in liquid 
culture plate was discarded, and the plate was washed twice with 10 mL of fresh 
growth medium without antibiotics. Then, the culture plate was scrapped after adding 
5 mL of fresh growth medium without antibiotics. The choanoflagellate suspension 
was transferred to each well of 8-well chambered slides in 500 μL aliquots. 
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3.4.2.12 Culturing of Naegleria gruberi 
  
 To culture them on edge plates, 200 μL of saturated culture of Klebsiella 
aerogenes were plated on NM agar plate 24 hours prior to inoculation of Naegleria 
gruberi to prepare a lawn of bacteria. Naegleria gruberi was inoculated on one end of 
the plate, parafilmed, and incubated at room temperature. The amoebae propagated 
across the plate as they feed on Klebsiella. aerogenes. Amoebae in the advancing 
edge became encysted as they depleted the lawn of bacteria. Naegleria gruberi on 
edge plate can be stored for months if the agar is not dried out.  
 To culture them in liquid culture, one tenth of Naegleria gruberi (either cyst or 
amoeba) on 100 mm petri dish was scrapped off the NM agar edge plate, 
resuspended in 50 mL of the Tris-Mg buffer, and plated on a 100 mm tissue culture 
grade petri dish. They were incubated at room temperature, and 100 μL of the 
feedstock of Klebsiella aerogenes was added to the liquid culture as needed or every 
two days. Then, 5x104 amoeba was split into a new plate when they reach ~107 per 
plate.  
 To prepare for payload delivery experiments, the Tris-Mg buffer in liquid 
culture plate was discarded. The plate was washed twice with 10 mL of Tris-Mg, and 

resuspended with 5 mL of Tris-Mg. The plate was scrapped and 500 μL aliquot of 
amoeba suspension was transferred to each well of 8-well chambered slide. 
 

 
3.4.3 Microscopy of devices 
  
 Each well of 8-well chambered slides was supplemented with 30 mM MgSO4, 
and 0.5 μL of saturated culture of bacteria was added to each well of 8-well 
chambered slides. The slides were examined by microscopy after four hours of 
incubation at 37 °C. For adherent choanoflagellates or amoeba, medium in each well 
is replaced by new medium with gentle and slow pipetting. Images were taken with 
Zeiss Axiobserver D1 or Zeiss Axiovision Z1 inverted microscope equipped with 
Hamamatsu 9100-13 EMCCD camera. 

 
3.4.4 Measuring viability of choanoflagellates 
 
 Propidium iodide (PI) was used to stain dead choanoflagellates which had 
red fluorescent signal 88. A culture of choanoflagellates was incubated with 10 μg/ml 
of PI for 15 min at room temperature in the dark. Choanoflagellates were transferred 
to hemocytometer after adding 4% formaldehyde. The choanoflagellates with red 
fluorescent signal were counted under the UV light by microscopy. The total number 
of choanoflagellates was counted in bright field. Viability of choanoflagellates was 
calculated by dividing red choanoflagellates by the total number of choanoflagellates.  
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3.5 Table 
 
Table 3.1 Plasmids used in experiments 
 
Figure Label Plasmid 
3.2 PDD with PCON driving VLD(degradation tagged 

pfo/plc) and VSD(PmgrBI) driving a SLD(λ) with BRP 
Bjh2399- 
BBa_J72118 

Payload Device Bjh2313- 
BBa_J72117 

3.4, 
3.5, 
3.7  

PDD with PCON driving VLD(degradation tagged 
pfo/plc) and VSD(PmgtCBl) driving a SLD(λ) with BRP 

Bjh2400- 
BBa_J72118 

Payload Device Bjh2313- 
BBa_J72146 

3.6 PDD with PCON driving VLD(degradation tagged 
pfo/plc) and VSD(PmgtCBl) driving a SLD(λ) with BRP 

Bjh2400- 
BBa_J72118 

PCON driven RFP Bca1144- 
BBa_J72148 
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Table 3.2 Strains used in experiments 
 
Figure Strain* 
3.2, 3.6 MG1655 
3.4, 3.7 JTK186E (MG1655 upp::pcon(23100)_pir) 
3.5 3E9_p1_T6-3 (MG1655 attP21::Pflu-inv, O16::pcon_repA(ColE2), 

upp::pcon(23100)_pir) 
* Strain modifications were made using standard techniques 55, 56, 57.  
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Chapter 4 
 
Concluding Remarks 
  
  
 The payload delivery device project was initiated as a part of the tumor-
destroying bacterium testbed 89, 90. The proof of concept of tumor-specific invasion of 
E. coli was demonstrated by my dissertation advisor 31, 91. I was responsible for 
developing a device that can make E. coli to efficiently deliver payloads to the 
cytoplasm of target cells after invasion. While doing so, we were to develop a design 
strategy for robust engineering of biology.  
 I demonstrated that the well-established engineering principles such as 
standardization, modularity, and abstraction can be applied to engineering of 
complex biological systems. The time, costs, and efforts in both design and 
experiments were reduced. It was possible to efficiently troubleshoot unforeseen 
device malfunctioning based on diagnosis. While successful qualitatively, however, 
the process uncovered key limitations to our design theory, particularly around our 
ability to encapsulate and predict quantitative function, and the affects of load and 
stress on the cell. 
 We further engineered E. coli to have different delivery behavior that could be 
useful for many applications. The devices built for the payload delivery device were 
rearranged, and different delivery behaviors were achieved. Because each device is 
connected and operated by transcriptional control, existing promoters or newly 
available genetic circuits can be placed together with our devices for more 
interesting and complex delivery behaviors.  
 I then expanded the application where the payload delivery device to non-
therapeutic applications. We sought to modify the payload delivery device into a 
transgenic tool for genetically intractable organisms that feed on bacteria. However, 
this proved more difficult than expected. The limited knowledge about the biology of 
choanoflagellates made it very difficult to troubleshoot, because we could not provide 
a good solution to confronted problems.  
 In conclusion, we explored the design strategy for synthetic biology. Our 
understanding of the full scope of function exerted by introduced genetic elements 
remains limited. Although ongoing efforts 92 seek to address gaps in our knowledge, 
we cannot currently prescribe specific expression levels with confidence or predict 
how effects on cellular load and stress may impact cellular growth or genetic stability. 
However, by refocusing our efforts on elucidating formal methods of describing and 
predicting such phenomena, we ultimately can increase the robustness of our 
designs and our ability to reliably meet design specifications in genetic engineering 
projects. 
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Appendix 
 

Table 1. List of Basic Parts 
 
Key: 
rbs_sfGFP! ribosome binding site (rbs) before and stop codon after the coding 
sequence (CDS) of sfGFP 
<sfGFP! rbs and start codon are not present, stop codon after the CDS 
<sfGFP> no rbs, start codon, or stop codon  
 
Registry # Name Description/Source 
BBa_J72045 PBAD  Arabinose inducible promoter from E. coli 93  
BBa_J72047 PREF  BglBrick standard version of Bba_J23101, 

Synthetic constitutive promoter 94 
BBa_J72131 PCON-B5 Synthetic constitutive promoter in BBa format 

95 
BBa_J72050 PCON-B5  BglBrick standard version of BBa_J72131 
BBa_J72005 PTET  BglBrick standard version of BBa_R0040 

,TetR repressible promoter 96 
BBa_B0015 double 

terminator 
Transcription terminator in BBa format 97 

BBa_J72049 double 
terminator 

BglBrick standard version of Bba_B0015 

BBa_J61048 rnpB terminator Transcription terminator in BBa format 98 
BBa_J72051 rnpB terminator BglBrick standard version of Bba_J61048 
BBa_J72059 terminator  BglBrick standard version of BBa_B1006, 

synthetic transcription terminator 99 
BBa_J72052 rbs_brp!  A modified version of bacteriocin release 

protein from E. coli 48 
BBa_J72053 PmgtCB  Mg2+ responsive promoter from Salmonella 

enterica 32 
BBa_J72054 PphoP  Mg2+ responsive promoter from E. coli 33 
BBa_J72055 PmgtCBl  Mg2+ responsive promoter from Salmonella 

enterica 32 
BBa_J72056 PmgrBl  Mg2+ responsive promoter from E. coli 33 
BBa_J72057 PmgtA  Mg2+ responsive promoter from E. coli 33 
BBa_J72058 rbs_perC2!  Activator of Pler314. From enteropathogenic E. 

coli (EPEC) 100 
BBa_J72060 Pler314  Promoter activated by rbs_perC2!. From 

enteropathogenic E. coli (EPEC) 100 
BBa_J72061 rbs_spvR!  Activator of Pspv2. From Salmonella enterica 

101 
BBa_J72062 Pspv2  Promoter activated by rbs_spvR!. From 
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Salmonella enterica 101 
BBa_J72063 rbs_186-cII!  Activator of PpEl. From Coliphage 186 102 
BBa_J72064 PpEl  Promoter activated by rbs_186-cII!. From 

Coliphage 186 102 
BBa_J72065 rbs_pelB>  Leader sequence of pelB from Erwinia 

carotovora CE 103 
BBa_J72066 rbs_pelB_R>  Leader sequence that exposes Arg at N-

terminus after cleavage 45. From Erwinia 
carotovora CE 103

BBa_J72067 rbs_lamB>  Leader sequence of lamB from E. coli 104 
BBa_J72068 rbs_lamB_R>  Leader sequence of lamB that expose Arg at 

N-terminus after cleavage 45. From E. coli 104 
BBa_J72069 rbs_ompT_stR> Leader sequence of ompT that expose Arg at 

N-terminus after cleavage 45. From E. coli 105 
BBa_K112305 rbs_lLysozyme! Lysozyme from enterobacteria phage λ 106 
BBa_K112311 rbs_lholin!  Holin from enterobacteria phage λ 106 
BBa_K112317 rbs_lantiholin!  Antiholin from enterobacteria phage λ 106 
BBa_J72123 rbs_tLysozyme! Lysozyme from enterobacteria phage T4 in 

BBa format 107 
BBa_J72124 rbs_tholin! Holin from enterobacteria phage T4 in BBa 

format 107 
BBa_J72125 rbs_tantiholin! Antiholin from enterobacteria phage T4 in 

BBa format 107 
BBa_K112408 rbs_tholin!.b001

5.PCON.rbs_tanti
holin!.rnpBT 
 

Composite part consisting of 
BBa_J72123.BBa_J72124.BBa_B0015.BBa_
J72131,BBa_J72125.BBa_J61048 
assembled in BBa format 108, converted into 
a BglBrick standard basic part. 

BBa_J72126 <PI-plc!  Phosphoinositide-specific phospholipase C 
(plcA) from Listeria monocytogenes 44 

BBa_J72127 <PC-plc!  Phosphatidylcholine-specific phospholipase 
C (plcB) from Listeria monocytogenes 44 

BBa_J72128 < plc!  Phospholipase C (plc) from Clostridium 
perfringens 43 

BBa_J72129 <pfo!  Perfringolysin O (pfo) from Clostridium 
perfringens 43 

BBa_J72130 Pflu-Inv  Invasin (Inv) from Yersinia 
pseudotuberculosis 31 

BBa_J72119 PCON.phoA 
Constitutively expressed alkaline 
phosphatase from E. coli 109 

BBa_J72120 rbs_sfGFP> 
Superfolder GFP with no stop codon from 
Aequorea victoria 110 

BBa_J72048 rbs_sfGFP!  Superfolder green fluorescent protein from 
Aequorea victoria 110 

BBa_J72122 rbs_RFP! 
BglBrick standard version of BBa_E1010, red 
fluorescent protein 111 

BBa_J72121 <NLS! 
Nucleus localization signal from SV40 without 
start codon 25 
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BBa_J72139 PCON-J23102 
Synthetic constitutive promoter in BBa format 
112 

BBa_J72140 PglpT 
Promoter expressed under anaerobic growth 
conditions 113 

BBa_J72142 rbs_ycbKss> Leader sequence of torA from E. coli 114 

BBa_J72143 <GFP-LVA> 
BglBrick standard version of BBa_K082003 
without start and stop codons 115 

BBa_J72144 rbs_torAss2> Leader sequence of torA from E. coli 116 

BBa_J72145 <RFP! 
BglBrick standard version of BBa_E1010, red 
fluorescent protein with no start codon 111 

BBa_J72117 pBca1256 Synthetic high copy number SpecR plasmid 
backbone with ColE1 origin 

BBa_J72118 pBjh1601CA Synthetic medium copy number CamR/AmpR 
plasmid backbone with p15A origin 

BBa_J72146 pBjk2807 
Synthetic SpecR plasmid backbone with R6K 
origin 

BBa_J72147 pBjk2741 
Synthetic SpecR plasmid backbone with 
ColE2 origin 

BBa_J72148 pBth7034C 
Synthetic medium copy number CamR 
plasmid backbone with ColE1 origin 
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Table 2. List of Composite Parts 
 
Key:  
BBa_J72045.BBa_J72046 BBa_J72045 assembled with BBa_J72046 
 
Name Description Composition 
Bjh1849 Invasion Device BBa_J72130 
Bjh2313 Payload Device BBa_J72005.BBa_J72120.BBa_J72121.BBa_

J72122.BBa_J72049 
Bjh2366  PBAD driven GFP BBa_J72045.BBa_J72048.BBa_J72049 
Bjh2302 PREF driven GFP BBa_J72047.BBa_J72048.BBa_J72049 
Bxa160 PBAD driven SLD(λ) BBa_J72045.BBa_K112305.BBa_K112311.BB

a_J72049.BBa_J72050.BBa_K112317.BBa_J
72051 

Bjh1998 PBAD driven 
SLD(T4) BBa_J72045.BBa_K112408 

Bjh1968 PBAD driven SLD(λ) 
with BRP 

BBa_J72045.BBa_J72052.BBa_K112305.BBa
_K112311.BBa_J72049.BBa_J72050.BBa_K1
12317.BBa_J72051 

Bjh2389 VSD(PmgtCB) driven 
GFP BBa_J72053.BBa_J72048.BBa_J72049 

Bjh2297 VSD(PphoP) driven 
GFP BBa_J72054.BBa_J72048.BBa_J72049 

Bjh2387 VSD(PmgtCBl) driven 
GFP BBa_J72055.BBa_J72048.BBa_J72049 

Bjh2386 VSD(PmgrBl) driven 
GFP BBa_J72056.BBa_J72048.BBa_J72049 

Bjh2388 VSD(PmgtA) driven 
GFP BBa_J72057.BBa_J72048.BBa_J72049. 

Bjh2298 VSD(PphoP-Act4) 
driven GFP 

BBa_J72054.BBa_J72058.BBa_J72059.BBa_
J72060.BBa_J72048.BBa_J72049 

Bjh2299 VSD(PphoP-Act1) 
driven GFP 

BBa_J72054.BBa_J72061.BBa_J72059.BBa_
J72062.BBa_J72048.BBa_J72049 

Bjh2300 VSD(PphoP-Act3) 
driven GFP 

BBa_J72054.BBa_J72063.BBa_J72059.BBa_
J72064.BBa_J72048.BBa_J72049 

Bjh2325 VSD(PphoP-Act2) 
driven GFP 

BBa_J72054.BBa_J72058.BBa_J72060.BBa_
J72048.BBa_J72049 

Bjh1236 VSD(PmgtCB) driven 
SLD(λ) 

BBa_J72053.BBa_K112305.BBa_K112311.BB
a_J72049.BBa_J72050.BBa_K112317.BBa_J
72051 

Bjh1239 VSD(PphoP) driven 
SLD(λ) 

BBa_J72054.BBa_K112305.BBa_K112311.BB
a_J72049.BBa_J72050.BBa_K112317.BBa_J
72051 

Bjh1242 VSD(PmgtCBl) driven 
SLD(λ) 

BBa_J72055.BBa_K112305.BBa_K112311.BB
a_J72049.BBa_J72050.BBa_K112317.BBa_J
72051 

Bjh2369 VSD(PmgrBl) driven BBa_J72056.BBa_K112305.BBa_K112311.BB
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SLD(λ) a_J72049.BBa_J72050.BBa_K112317.BBa_J
72051 

Bjh2370 VSD(PmgtA) driven 
SLD(λ) 

BBa_J72057.BBa_K112305.BBa_K112311.BB
a_J72049.BBa_J72050.BBa_K112317.BBa_J
72051 

Bjh2371 VSD(PphoP-Act4) 
driven SLD(λ) 

BBa_J72054.BBa_J72058.BBa_J72059.BBa_
J72060.BBa_K112305.BBa_K112311.BBa_J7
2049.BBa_J72050.BBa_K112317.BBa_J7205
1 

Bjh2372 VSD(PphoP-Act1) 
driven SLD(λ) 

BBa_J72054.BBa_J72061.BBa_J72059.BBa_
J72062.BBa_K112305.BBa_K112311.BBa_J7
2049.BBa_J72050.BBa_K112317.BBa_J7205
1 

Bjh2373 VSD(PphoP-Act3) 
driven SLD(λ) 

BBa_J72054.BBa_J72063.BBa_J72059.BBa_
J72064.BBa_K112305.BBa_K112311.BBa_J7
2049.BBa_J72050.BBa_K112317.BBa_J7205
1 

Bjh2374 VSD(PphoP-Act2) 
driven SLD(λ) 

BBa_J72054.BBa_J72058.BBa_J72060.BBa_
J72060.BBa_K112305.BBa_K112311.BBa_J7
2049.BBa_J72050.BBa_K112317.BBa_J7205
1 

Bjh2109 PBAD-brp expression 
plasmid BBa_J72045.BBa_J72052.BBa_J72049 

Bjh2143c
12 

constitutive PhoA 
expression plasmid BBa_J72119 

Bjh1874 VSD(PphoP) driving 
SLD(λ) with BRP 

BBa_J72054.BBa_J72052.BBa_K112305.BBa
_K112311.BBa_J72049.BBa_J72050.BBa_K1
12317.BBa_J72051 

Bjh1865 VSD(PphoP) driving 
SLD(λ) with BRP 
and VLD(pfo) 

BBa_J72054.BBa_J72065. 
BBa_J72129.BBa_J72052.BBa_K112305.BBa
_K112311.BBa_J72049.BBa_J72050.BBa_K1
12317.BBa_J72051 

Bjh1866 VSD(PphoP) driving 
SLD(λ) with BRP 
and VLD 
(degradation tagged 
pfo) 

BBa_J72054.BBa_J72066. 
BBa_J72129.BBa_J72052.BBa_K112305.BBa
_K112311.BBa_J72049.BBa_J72050.BBa_K1
12317.BBa_J72051 

Bjh1864 VSD(PphoP) driving 
SLD(λ) with BRP 
and VLD(pfo, plc) 

BBa_J72054.BBa_J72065. 
BBa_J72129.BBa_J72067. 
BBa_J72128.BBa_J72052.BBa_K112305.BBa
_K112311.BBa_J72049.BBa_J72050.BBa_K1
12317.BBa_J72051 

Bjh1872 VSD(PphoP) driving 
SLD(λ) with BRP 
and 
VLD(degradation 
tagged pfo and plc) 

BBa_J72054.BBa_J72066. 
BBa_J72129.BBa_J72068. 
BBa_J72128.BBa_J72052.BBa_K112305.BBa
_K112311.BBa_J72049.BBa_J72050.BBa_K1
12317.BBa_J72051 

Bjh2268 VSD(PphoP) driving BBa_J72054.BBa_J72066.PFO.BBa_J72069. 
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SLD(λ) with BRP 
and VLD 
(degradation tagged 
pfo, plcA, and plcB) 

BBa_J72126.BBa_J72068. 
BBa_J72127.BBa_J72052.BBa_K112305.BBa
_K112311.BBa_J72049.BBa_J72050.BBa_K1
12317.BBa_J72051 

Bjh2348 PDD with PCON 
driving 
VLD(degradation 
tagged pfo/plc) and 
VSD(PphoP) driving 
SLD(λ) with BRP 

BBa_J72054.BBa_J72052.BBa_K112305.BBa
_K112311.BBa_J72049.BBa_J72050.BBa_K1
12317.BBa_J72051.BBa_J72005.BBa_J72066
. BBa_J72129.BBa_J72068. 
BBa_J72128.BBa_J72059 

Bjh2399  PDD with PCON 
driving 
VLD(degradation 
tagged pfo/plc) and 
VSD(PmgrBI) driving 
a SLD(λ) with BRP 

BBa_J72056.BBa_J72052.BBa_K112305.BBa
_K112311.BBa_J72049.BBa_J72050.BBa_K1
12317.BBa_J72051.BBa_J72005.BBa_J72066
. BBa_J72129.BBa_J72068. 
BBa_J72128.BBa_J72059 

Bjh2400 

PDD with PCON 
driving 
VLD(degradation 
tagged pfo/plc) and 
VSD(PmgtCBl) driving 
a SLD(λ) with BRP 

BBa_J72055.BBa_J72052.BBa_K112305.BBa
_K112311.BBa_J72049.BBa_J72050.BBa_K1
12317.BBa_J72051.BBa_J72070.BBa_J72066
.BBa_J72129.BBa_J72068.BBa_J72128.BBa_
J72059 

Bca1144 PCON driven RFP BBa_J72005.BBa_J72122.BBa_J72049 

Bjh2107 

VSD(PphoP) driving 
VLD(degradation 
tagged pfo/plc) and 
BRP, and PCON 
driving TAT tagged 
PLD 

BBa_J72054.BBa_J72066.BBa_J72129.BBa_
J72068.BBa_J72128.BBa_J72052.BBa_J7205
9.BBa_J72005.BBa_J72142. 
BBa_J72143.BBa_J72121.BBa_J72144.BBa_
J72145.BBa_J72059 

Bjh2131 
VSD(PmgrBl) driving 
IMP with BRP 

BBa_J72054.BBa_J72052.BBa_K112311.BBa
_J72049.BBa_J72050.BBa_K112317.BBa_J7
2051 

Bjh2402 

PSD with PCON 
driving 
VLD(degradation 
tagged pfo/plc), and 
VSD(PmgrBl) driving 
IMP with BRP 

BBa_J72056.BBa_J72052.BBa_K112311.BBa
_J72049.BBa_J72050.BBa_K112317.BBa_J7
2051.BBa_J72070.BBa_J72066.BBa_J72129.
BBa_J72068.BBa_J72128.BBa_J72059 

Bjh2347 

PSD with PCON 
driving 
VLD(degradation 
tagged pfo/plc), and 
VSD(PphoP) driving 
IMP with BRP 

BBa_J72054.BBa_J72052.BBa_K112311.BBa
_J72049.BBa_J72050.BBa_K112317.BBa_J7
2051.BBa_J72070.BBa_J72066.BBa_J72129.
BBa_J72068.BBa_J72128.BBa_J72059 

Bjh2087 

PSD with PphoP 
driving 
VLD(degradation 
tagged pfo/plc), 

BBa_J72054.BBa_J72066.BBa_J72129.BBa_
J72068.BBa_J72128.BBa_J72052.BBa_K112
311.BBa_J72049.BBa_J72050.BBa_K112317.
BBa_J72051 
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IMP, and BRP 
jtk2828 PglpT driving GFP BBa_J72140.BBa_J72048 

HK42 

VSD(PmgrBl) driving 
BRP, and PBAD 
driving 
VLD(degradation 
tagged pfo/plc) 

BBa_J72056.BBa_J72052.BBa_J72059.BBa_
J72045.BBa_J72066.BBa_J72129.BBa_J7206
8.BBa_J72128.BBa_J72059 

HK45 

VSD(PmgrBl) driving 
BRP, and PRHM 
driving 
VLD(degradation 
tagged pfo/plc) 

BBa_J72056.BBa_J72052.BBa_J72059.{rhaR
S_PrhaB}.BBa_J72066.BBa_J72129.BBa_J72
068.BBa_J72128.BBa_J72059 

HK54 

PBAD driven GFP, 
and PCON driven 
RFP 

BBa_J72045.BBa_J72120.BBa_J72121.BBa_
J72059.BBa_J72050.BBa_J72122.BBa_J7205
9 

HK63 

PBAD driving IMP 
with BRP, and PCON 
driven RFP 

BBa_J72045.BBa_J72052.BBa_K112311.BBa
_J72049.BBa_J72050.BBa_K112317.BBa_J7
2051.BBa_J72139.BBa_J72120.BBa_J72121.
BBa_J72059 
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